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Abstract

Modeling of Steady Conjugate Heat Transfer Process on an Airfoil

Shaped Object Immersed in Laminar Fluid Flow

In a practical heat transfer process, interaction between heat transfer by forced convection

and conduction through the bodies immersed in the flow is shown to be very important.

The modeling of a steady conjugate heat transfer process between an aerofoil shaped

object and a forced stream is explored within this thesis.

The solution to the problem is composed of the following primary task areas, each

requiring mathematical definition and one or more computer subroutines along with

necessary interfacing architecture suitable to digital computations. These are:

o Potential flow solution

o Boundary layer solution

o Heat transfer by conduction within a body

o An iterative procedure that combines solution of fluid flow and conduction

analysis

A two-dimensional incompressible potential flow past an aerofoil shaped object is

analyzed using the surface vorticity boundary integral method. An implicit finite

difference method was applied to obtain detailed boundary-layer characteristics which

were provided as output through solving the boundaryJayer equations. Complete viscid

charactenzation of the airfoil was obtained through utilization of an iterative technique to

combine boundary-layer and potential flow solutions. The results of both, the potential

solution and complete viscid solution, were compared with classical exact and

experimental solutions in terms of the velocity distribution around an airfoil and the drag

coefficient.

Since the convection transfer is determined by boundary layers that develop on

surface, the convection heat transfer coefficient and heat flux were calculated from

the

the
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wall temperature gradient ôT/ôyly=o (where T is the temperature on the wall and y is the

direction normal to the wall) which was obtained through the implicit finite difference

procedure for solving boundary layer energy equations.

The steady-state heat conduction problem was treated through the application of a

boundary element method. Satisfaction of the convection type boundary conditions

produced a system of equations that was solved in order to find the boundary unknowns,

the temperature on the surface of the immersed body. The solution of the conjugate heat

transfer process over a surface of the body, as a converged surface temperature, was

obtained through an iterative procedure combining heat transfer by conduction across the

body and forced convection.

Comprehensive presentation of the converged surface temperature, heat flux on the

surface, and domain of applicability of the coupled procedure in terms of conductivities

ratio coefficient CR are provided. The results of the study indicate that the conjugate heat

transfer program can provide valuable insight into all aspects of fluid flow, the

convective heat transfer, and the body heat conduction analysis on an airfoil shaped

object in a fluid flow.

A natural framework is provided in which the existing program capabilities can readily

be extended into turbulent boundary layer flow or compressive flow problem areas for

optional shape bodies and various angles ofincidence.



1.1

Introduction

Problem Statement

The present work deals with the analysis of the conjugate heat transfer on an airfoil

shaped object, with a cooling duct within the interior of the solid, immersed in a forced

convection laminar boundary layer. The object of the study is interaction, applicability,

and coupling of different numerical analysis methods in conjugate heat transfer analysis.

Additional goal would be a reliable numeric procedure producing coffect solutions for the

problem analyzed. Procedure would establish methodology and a direction for analysis of
a more complex and generally curved object and emphasize issues that would have to be

resolved if such an object is exposed to conjugate heat transfer within a fluid flow

different from the one analyzed here. The steady-state numerical analysis applied would

show the evolution of the surface temperature of a body washed by forced laminar

boundary layer. One of the relevant phenomena in this case is the appropriate modeling

of a potential flow that would produce the inviscid velocity distribution around a body.

As it will be shown, the results of the surface vorticity method of the potential flow

analysis have a huge influence on the solution of velocity boundary layer analysis

because the inviscid velocity distribution is used as a boundary condition in boundary

layer modeling. While the boundary layer equations are solved by an implicit finite

difference marching technique, the two-dimensional heat conduction problem is solved

through an application of the boundary element method. Accordingly, the governing

partial differential equations defining the thermal boundary layer of flowing fluid and the

boundary integral equations, from which the surface temperature boundary values can be
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found, are solved simultaneously satisfying the heat flux and the temperature at the

interface.

1.2 Literature Review

Conventional heat transfer analyses related to similar applications are based on the

assumption of a uniform surface temperature or the surface heat flux. There are several

works that analyzed the effect of wall heat conduction and convective heat transfer or

conjugate heat transfer process over surfaces.

Luikov (1974) and Payvar (1977) analyzed the conjugate problem where the lower

surface of a horizontal flat plate is maintained at uniform temperature, while at the upper

surface of the plate, heat is convected to a laminar boundary layer. Luikov (1974)

developed two approximate solutions, one based on a differential analysis with low

Prandtl number and the second based on an integral analysis with assumed polynomial

forms for the velocity and temperature profiles and suggested certain formulae for the

calculation of local Nusselt number. Jilani at all (2002) presented conjugate forced

convection-conduction heat transfer analysis of a heat generating vertical cylinder. They

used a finite difference scheme to resolve both the steady two-dimensional conduction

equation for heat generating cylinder and steady two-dimensional laminar boundary layer

equations for the flowing fluid. They presented results for a wide range of conduction-

convection, heat generating parameters, and length to diameter ratios for a specific fluid

having Prandtl number 0.005. The transient conjugate heat transfer process between two

laminar counterflowing forced streams separated by a wall with finite thermal

conductivity was analyzed by Trevino at all (1997). They used asymptotic analysis and

presented a classification of the solutions of the problem in terms of two main

parameters: the ratio of thickness to the height of the wall and the ratio of thermal

resistance of one of the boundary layers to the thermal resistance of the wall. Nakayama

and Park (L996) analyzed conjugate heat transfer from a single surface-mounted block to

forced convective airflow in a parallel-plate channel experimentally and analytically. The

experimental data of temperature and heat transfer coefficient were used in setting the

boundary conditions for numerical analysis of conductance for different heat flow paths.
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The heat conduction analysis code was then used to find the heat transfer capability of

various block-supporlfloor combinations. Krishna (1996) studied conjugate heat transfer

in a finned heat sink with power transistors. He analyzed conjugate fluid-heat transfer

problem using finite element NISA/3D-FLUID family of programs to obtain temperature

distribution in the sink and the fluid. Velocity vectors in the fluid were also obtained.

Short (2003) obtained numerical model of conjugate heat transfer in a cast pin fin
coldwalls for electronic system cooling system. The three-dimensional numerical solution

utilizes SIMPLE algorithm. The conjugate heat transfer problem is resolved with constant

heat flux applied to a heated wall while the top wall bounding the flow is insulated.

Sparrow and Chyu (1982) analyzed conjugate heat transfer for a vertical plate fin in a

forced convection laminar boundary layer flow. Heat transfer in the fin was resolved as

one-dimensional conduction. The results they obtained from numerical solution were

compared with those from conventional methods.

Coupling of two-dimensional heat conduction in the solid and the analysis of forced

convective fluid flow were not analyzed in many of those studies. In addition to that, only

Jilani at all (2002) and Krishna (1996) presented problems with heat source or heat sink

within a solid. The assumption that there is no heat generation or absorption is certainly

good for some but not for all applications. For instance, the problem of conjugate heat

transfer on a turbine blade with no internal cooling ducts is not as general as the problem

of conjugate heat transfer on a turbine blade with a heat sink or a heat source within the

body of the blade. The advantage of having a procedure resolving the problems with heat

generation or absorption within a solid is that the procedure could probably produce a

solution for the problems without heat sink or source just by changing the input to the

procedure without changing the procedure or code itself. Such a general procedure would

take into account radial heat conduction in addition to axial heat conduction.

Additionally, most of the analyses that can be found in the literature are limited to either

horizontal, vertical flat plates, or other objects not changing the curvature of a surface

along the fluid stream, which significantly complicates fluid flow analysis and

verification of its results.
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As already stated within the Section 1.1, the present work deals with the analysis of the

two-dimensional conjugate heat transfer on an airfoil shaped object with relatively

complex geometry compared to horizontal or vertic al flat plates that were analyzed, in the

above studies. The analysis performed in this study is more general and complex than the

analysis along the longitudinal axis of a heat generating vertical cylinder as presented by

Jilani at all (2002). Furthermore, there is a heat sink or a heat source within the body of
the airfoil shaped object. Coupling and usage of different numerical methods in the

conjugate heat transfer analysis distinguish this study even further from the other studies

in the same field.

Since the subject of the work presented in this study is the conjugate heat transfer process

on a curved object immersed in the laminar boundary layer fluid flow, the studies

referenced in this section were done within the same filed, the laminar boundary layer

analysis. The conjugate heat transfer process on objects immersed in the turbulent

boundary layer and numerical models of the turbulent boundary layer were not

considered. However, the procedure and the computer code created in this work are the

groundwork to issues such as the application and implementation of numerical solvers to

the turbulent boundary layer and to the transition region in between laminar and turbulent

boundary layers.

1,.3 Motivation

The analysis of interaction between conductive and convective heat transfer, on the

bodies immersed in the flow, is very important due to the existence of these simultaneous

effects in the practical heat transfer process. Therefore, the analysis of heat transfer

process to which we refer as conjugate heat transfer requires coupling of convection in

the fluid and conduction through a solid. The condition that facilitates the coupling is the

continuity in temperature and heat flux at the fluid-surface interface. One of the classical

examples of conjugate heat transfer process, that exist or is applicable to many

engineering devices, is a heat exchanger. The design and effectiveness of these devices,

in which the conduction in a solid tube, a fin, or a plate greatly depends on the convection
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in fluid flowing over it, would be a field where results of conjugate heat transfer would

be highly applicable. The key of coupling the conduction within a solid and the

convection in the fluid surrounding the solid is that they have to be simultaneously

analyzed. The result of the conduction analysis becomes the boundary condition for the

convection and vice versa.

Another good application of a conjugate heat transfer analysis would be any element or a

piece of a surface from which the internally generated heat must be dissipated and carried

away by a stream of coolant or air passing over it. There are numerous examples of such

elements among electronic devices. A computer CPU would be one that everybody is

familiar with. Such analysis would be useful for the device level analysis of electronic

assemblies in redesigning heat sinks, choosing optimum heat sink configurations, and

dimensions for a particular application, and for optimal component placement.

The conjugate heat transfer process is a dominant phenomenon in the cure process of the

manufacturing of epoxy based matrix composite structures with reinforcing fibers such as

those found in aerospace industry. The cure typically takes place in an autoclave, that is a

large pressure vessel with a convective heat transfer environment. Composite parts are of

various shapes, as simple as a flat plate to a very complex three-dimensional curvature

surfaces. As a part of a research project into curing the composite parts and the epoxy

resins, the temperature on the surface of a part and within the part would be required.

This temperature is sometimes a function of time and sometimes is not. Among the other

aspects of the cure process, mechanical properties of the composite material and the

quality of a part are predominantly determined by the curing process or more precisely by

temperature distribution and the rate of heat absorption within the part. This would

necessitate a detailed conjugate heat transfer analysis of a composite part washed by a

forced flow. The following relevant assumption would have to be utilized in this analysis:

o flow is two-dimensional, and could be a transient or a steady-state problem in

laminar or turbulent flow

o pressure drop could be present along the length ofthe panel
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temperature outside the boundary layer is equivalent on both sides of the panel and

tool, but heat transfer will vary pending on boundary layer conditions and geometry

of the part

nitrogen within autoclave could be considered an ideal gas and conductivity and

viscosity are not functions ofpressure

the presence of either laminar or turbulent boundary layer, or both of them with a

transition region could be assumed

. composite parts lay up tools are not at uniform temperature since each of them has a

significant support structure

Due to required complex and time demanding analysis, accompanied with experimental

results needed to verify the results, such a huge task will not be attempted. The more

suitable conjugate heat transfer analysis of internally cooled turbine blade, employing the

same methods and principles, will be conducted.

In particular, the design, cooling, and performance of an airfoil offers an excellent

opportunity to analyze these complex physical phenomena. Airfoils have relatively

complex geometry demanding potential flow analysis whose solution can be readily

verified due to existence of numerous experimental data on airfoil performance

characteristics. Airfoil cooling is an area where significant research work has been

performed due to aerospace industry's high demand for its application, Ref. 9. Previous

work provides knowledge to build upon, simultaneously with empirical and experimental

data that new work can be compared. Due to the high demand for airfoil shaped and other

simpler geometry details cooling, the methodology, knowledge, and results of the work

on such a problem could find wide application on many variations on analyzed

geometries.

The design of an airfoil cooling system would be an iterative process with initial

aerodynamic design including airfoil contours. The arrangement of internal cooling ducts,

their geometries, cooling flows and temperatures would be also given. Configuration

would be changing, based on conjugate heat transfer analysis, to determine the life and
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cooling penalties and it would have to be done several times, modifying the design each

time. To determine material temperature distribution, which has strong influence on life

of the part, three major aspects of the problem have to be considered:

¡ the heat load to the surface from the fluid stream, which will be by convection

through a viscous boundary layer

o the heat conduction and absorption within the part

o the convective cooling of the part by the coolant within interior cooling ducts

In the following sections, the requirements for calculating heat loads and performing

conjugate heat transfer analysis on an airfoil are discussed. They will be discussed in a
way that somebody new to the field might see what information, analysis, and methods

are available and more importantly what analysis or additional aspects would be needed

in order to execute a successful design or to perform the conjugate heat transfer analysis

of a complex or simple geometry part.



1,.4 Assumptions and Overall Structure

For an airfoil shaped object with an inner cooling duct immersed in a hot fluid stream, the

heat transfer mechanism involves the following two phenomena that need to be

considered:

o Convection from the fluid stream to the surface of the airfoil

o Conduction inside the airfoil body

Velocity and temperature distribution within a thin layer near the airfoil surface are

governed by the boundary layer equations. Temperature distribution within the body of
the airfoil is described by two-dimensional steady-state heat conduction equation.

Before we get into the analysis, certain assumptions have to be made:

o the flow is incompressible

o the thermophysical properties of the fluid are constant (k, p, etc.)

. the flow is two-dimensional,laminar and steady

o the body forces are negligible and there is no energy generation inside the flow

. the boundary layer approximations are applied

o the thermal conductivity of the body does not change with the temperature

o the body material is homogeneous and isotropic

o the heat generation or cooling is uniform throughout the body

o the analysis will be performed for zero angle of attack cx=0

The fluid velocity at the surface of the airfoil is zero due to no slip condition. Thus, in the

vicinity of the surface, the heat transfer within the fluid can be described by Fouríer's

law of heat conduction. The boundary condition for the conjugate heat transfer on the

body surface is that the heat flux and the temperature are continuous.



Boundary Layer

?

Uinf - undisturbed free sheam velocity
T - surface femperature
q" - local heat flux

Figure 1,-L An airfoil with cooling ducts immersed in a fluid flow

The procedure starts with resolving the boundary layer equations. After a solution for

velocities u (the streamvise direction) and v (the direction normal to the surface) is

obtained, temperature distribution within boundary layer can be calculated using the

assumed temperature as a boundary condition on the body surface.

From the temperature field, heat flux is determined and used as a boundary condition on

the surface for conduction analysis within a body, resulting in improved surface

temperature. The resulting surface temperature becomes the boundary condition for a
new thermal boundary layer solution. Iterations continue until the temperature on the

body surface is converged.
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2 The Inviscid FIow Solver

2.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the surface vorticity method of potential flow analysis. The

introduction is followed by a discussion of major coding concerns. At the end of the

chapter, an evaluation of the panel method subroutine created in the study is performed.

2.2 The Surface Vorticity Method

The inviscid, two-dimensional potential flow analysis adopted here is the vortex element

boundary integral method. It is relatively simple to code and is economical to implement.

A detailed description of the method and more about its applicability can be found in the

book used as a fundamental panel method reference, "Turbomachinery Performance

Analysis" R.L Lewis (1996).

2.2.1 The physical basis for surface vorticity modeling

The physical model underlying the surface vorticity method of potential flow analysis is

based on the concept of existence of a boundary/shear layer attached to any solid surface.

The fluid velocity is reduced from the value v, at the outer edge of the boundary layer, to

zero on the wall due to shear or vorticity within the boundary layer. If Re --+ oo

(remember that Re is the Reynolds number defined as the ratio of inertial and viscous
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forces in a flow), the boundary layer transforms into an infinitely thin vorticity sheet of

strength y(s) per unit length at point s, which represents the bounding surface of any body

in an inviscid 'potential' flow. Since the velocity jumps from zero below the vorticity

sheet to v, just outside the vorticity sheet, vorticity sheet will travel along the surface

with velocity v"-ll2 v, indicating that vorticity is supplied from upstream. The boundary

condition at the body surface is that velocity vr¡ just inside the vorticity sheet and parallel

to the surface is to be zero. This leads us to the conclusion that the local vortex sheet

strength y (s) is exactly equal to the surface velocity v, in potential flow past a body. That

statement can be expressed as:

y (s) = vs Q.T)

The above physical model establishes a foundation to the surface vorticity modeling of
potential flows often referred to as Martensen method (1959).

2.2.2 Martensen's boundary integral equation

We apply the above principles to the flow past a two-dimensional body that is immersed

in a uniform stream W- inclined to the x-axis at an angle cx*, Fig.2-1. The vorticity sheet

of strength y(s) is measured clockwise around the body perimeter from the leading edge

in the case of an aerofoil. The velocity dq-n at some surface location s* induced by the

vortex element y(sn) dsn at location s' will be normal to the radial vector r-n and will be

of magnitude

dg*n = [ y(sn) dsn I / l2nr^n) (2.2)
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Figure 2-L Surface vorticity model for flow past an airfoil

The surface boundary condition, from which the boundary integral equation will be

derived, will be stated after dq-r, is resolved parallel to the body surface at sm and points

srl and sn are linked through the coupling coefficient k(s-, sn). The self-convection

velocity vcm, parallel to s-, will be included into the boundary integral equation after:

. dgmn is resolved parallel to the body surface at s,r,

o points s- and sn are linked through the coupling coefficient k(s., sn), and

o the integration is performed to account for the entire sheet.

Since the integration is performed through the center of the sheet, y(s) 12 has to be

subtracted to obtain the velocity just inside the sheet. After combining the above

contributions to Vr¡ with the components of the uniform stream resolved parallel to the

surface at sm, the boundary condition at s* or the boundary integral equation will be

expressed as

dqr*: y(sn)dsniztnnn

- Vry(s^) *0 klrrr' sn) y(sn) dsn + W- (cos crco cos p* + sin cx* sin Ê*) = 0 (2.3)
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2.2.3 Application of Martensen's boundary integral equation

The body surface will be divided into M straight line elements of length Asn with pivotal

points (xn, yn) located at the center of each panel. There will be a finite vortex element of

strength y(sn) Asn on each element that transforms integralF;q. (2.3) into a linear equation

M

Ð Kls-, sn) y(sn) - - U* cos B- - V* sin p,n
n=l

where the coupling coefficients K(s-, sn) are given as,

(2.4)

K(s.r' sn) = k(s-, sn) Asn =

- (4s., /2n) {[(y--yn) cos B* - (x--x¡) sin B-]/[(x..,-^n)2+(y--yn)2] ] (2.5)

Equation Q.$ will be written for each pivotal point (x,n, yn') resulting in a set of M linear

equations for the M initially unknown surface vorticity values y(s1), y(s2), y(s3), ,y(sM).

The matrix form of Eq. (2.4) is

I Km,n ] {y(s)} = {W(s)} (2.6)

where I Km,n ] is the matrix of the coupling coefficients, {y(s) } is the vector of unknown

surface vorticity values, and {W(s)} is the vector of values defined through the

components of the uniform stream resolved parallel to the surface at sm.

In order to obtain a solution of the above equation when applied to lifting airfoils, trailing

edge Kutta-Joukowski condition needs to be imposed and coupling coefficients on the

back diagonal have to be corrected. The procedure for back-diagonal correction is the one
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advocated by Jacob and Riegeles (1963) that enforces zero internal circulation expressed

AS

that will make the matrix singular and insoluble.

The matrix will be non-singular if we impose the bound circulation f around the airfoil

given by the total net vorticity on the body surface

f = J v, ds = J y(s) ds = ï y(rn) Arn (2.8)
D=t

Eq. (2.8) will be added to every equation of the matrix. So, the m-th equation will be

M

I Kn'n as-- o
n=1

M

X ¡K1s-, sn) + Asn I y(sn) - - U- cos p- - v* sin ß* + f
n=1

(2.7)

(2.e)

(2.r0)

The bound vorticity f for airfoil is strongly controlled by the flow in the trailing edge

region. Fluid flows from left to right on both upper and lower surfaces. The local surface

velocity and associated vorticity, vs = y(sn) are defined as positive if aligned in

clockwise direction. Therefore, the Kutta-Joukowski trailing edge condition is applied

through forcing the equal and opposite vorticity strengths on the two panels that form the

trailing edge,

Y(stJ = - Y(st"+r)

Then we replace the bound vorticity f in Eq. (2.9)by a unit bound vortex,
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M

E ¡K1s*, sn) +Asnl y(sn) = - ( U-cos p- * V.osin p-) + 1 (Z.II)
n=1

In the code provided, the above equation is broken into separate equations for W* and f,
M

I ¡K(s-, sn) +Asnl yr(sn)= - (U*cos Bn'* V.osin B-)+ 1 (Z.lZ)
n=1

M

E ¡K1s*, sn) + Âsn I yz(sn) = 1 (2.13)
n=l

After separate solution for y1(s) and y2(s) are obtained, the final solution for any bound

vortex is calculated by using the following expression

vs., = y(sJ = yr(sJ + f y2(s) (2.14)

The aerofoil bound vorticity is obtained after substitution of the above relation into the

Eq. (2.10)

yr(sd + yr(se+r)

f-- (2.1s)
yz(sd + yz(ste+r)

In addition to everything said above, it has to be mentioned that the 'self-inducing'

coupling coefficient K(s-, s*), which represents the velocity induced parallel to the

surface at sm by element as- itself, as shown by Lewis (1991, page 23) may be

expressed with good approximation by

K(s*, s-) = -V, - [(þ^*1 - B--1)/ 8 ru]
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2.3 Coding Issues

As stated in the previous section, the simulation of a flow past an airfoil involves two

major issues namely: back diagonal correction and making the coupling coefficient

matrix non-singular by imposing the bound circulation f.

When it comes to coding, implementation of the recommended Jacob and Riegels

procedure (from Ref. 3) translates into that the back diagonal coefficients have to be

calculated separately from the rest of the coefficients in the matrix through a different

expression. After zero internal circulation C=0 is enforced for each column as suggested

by Eq. (2.7),the back diagonal coefficient in a column ¡z will be calculated as function of
the coefficients in that column that have been already calculated. It is not very hard to

implement and does not represent any significant computing effort.

Application of the bound circulation I in order to make the matrix non-singular is a

problem resolved by adding the Eq. (2.8) to every equation of the matrix followed by

imposing the Kutta-Joukowski trailing edge condition. As explained, separate solutions

for W.o and a unit bound vortex f:l are obtained. Once the separate solutions are

computed the airfoil bound vorticity and the final solution are determined. Obtaining the

separate solutions does not represent a new computing requirement since the same

coupling coefficient matrix is used.

The procedure employed in resolving the system of equations is the matrix inversion

method. Through the numerous executions of the main code, it has been noticed that the

resolving the system of equations is taking most of the execution time. If the number of
the panels around the body is increased by attaching a wake body, the computing time

increases more than several times the total number the panels. Among all of the

subroutines of the main code, the panel subroutine has been shown to be the slowest. It is

much slower than the subroutine employed to resolve heat conduction within a body. The

conduction procedure where a similar system of equations of the same order has to be

resolved will be discussed in the Chapter 4.
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2.4 Evaluation of The Code

Since it represents one of the crucial segments of the main code, a gteat effort was

devoted to the evaluation of the solution generated by the vortex element subroutine.

The results of each separate procedure within the subroutine, such as back diagonal

correction or matrix inversion, had been verified before the subroutine was tested as a

separate program.

2.4.1 Uniform stream past a circular cylinder application

The subroutine was first employed in obtaining the solution for a uniform stream U- past

a circular cylinder. The solution obtained by the surface vorticity method with 22

elements on the cylinder surface agreed with the exact solution to within less than 0.IVo.

The results will not be discussed in detail since it is rather trivial case but the solution is

shown and compared with the exact solution on the chart below.

Circular Cylinder with prescribed bound vorticity G
Uinf=5.5 m/s, a=0, R=2.5 m, 22panels

25
C)()

€20
Ø
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ã 10
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@r$(Oo)C\tLONOc)tf)sr-3PÈR&ñgE

Angle ( degrees )

Figure 2-2 Yelocity distribution around a circular cylinder
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2.4.2 Uniform stream past an airfoil application

The method and the subroutine went through a real test when they were employed in

resolving the flow around a real airfoil with plenty of experimental data on airfoil

performance characteristics. One of these well known airfoils NACA 0012 provided a

shape to the body analyzed in the main code. Usually, the potential flow around an airfoil

is characteizedby pressure coefficient, howeverthis time it will not be the case, due to

the available data for the velocity distribution around the airfoil, "Theory of Wing

Sections, Including a Summary of Airfoil Data", Abbot, I.H./ Doenhoff, A.E. The

velocity distribution for NACA 0012 is given as the ratio of the velocity on the surface to

the upstream velocity U*. In the analysis, a total of 46 elements around the airfoil were

used. On the chart below, an excellent agreement with the experimental data is shown. At

some locations along the chord the solution matched the experimental data to less than

0.0I7o.

The most critical zones, when it comes to accuracy of the solution, are the leading and the

trailing edge of the airfoil. The panels at those two regions have to be much smaller than

panela somewhere half way along the chord that are usually I}Vo of the length of the

chord. In this specific case, y-coordinate of the airfoil was not specified for 0.5Vo of the

chord, which forced the calculation of the coordinate by assuming the airfoil leading edge

follows the second order parabola. After that additional panel was provided, the

compliance with the experimental results at the leading edge was much better. The region

at the trailing edge or more precisely the last 5Vo of the chord was divided into 5 panels in

order to move the spike in the pressure coefficient distribution chart closer to the end of

the airfoil. Accuracy of the solution would certainly improve if the number of panels

around the body approximating the surface increased. Due to already more than

satisfactory solution obtained with 46 panels and the effect additional panels would have

on the program execution time, such effort was not attempted.
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Velocity distribution, NACA 0012 s=0
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Figure 2-3 Velocity distribution, NACA 0012

A more challenging problem was obtaining the same pressure and friction drag

coefficients as provided by the literature. The part of the problem was that the flow

analyzed in this study is laminar. Even for a well-known and well-studied NACA 0012,

airfoil characteristics are not readily available for low R¿ flows. The drag coefficient at

low R¿ was available for NACA 0009 but the airfoil coordinates provided were not such

that could facilitate application of uniform gud for the boundary layer solver.

Additionally, there were no experimental data for velocity distribution over NACA 0009

available. Those issues led to analysis of NACA0012. The drag coefficients for NACA

0009 were used to evaluate the results for NACA0072, since the performance of airfoils

is related to their geometry. Both airfoils are uncambered and differ in their thickness

distribution only by scale factors. The airfoils have about the same Cd-io that is different

by few percents only, implying that NACA0012 should have higher Cdn¡n than NACA

0009 for about I-37o, as can be observed on Fig. 2-4 from Ref.7. The solutions for

pressure and friction drag coefficients were obtained well within those boundaries, which

verified the application of the vortex element method as a solver for a potential flow.
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Effect of Thickness on Form and Total Drag
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Figure 2.4 Effect of thickness on form and total drag

A separate procedure, attaching a wake body to an airfoil at the point of separation, was

used in the main program. After a wake body is attached to original airfoil geometry,

inviscid flow analysis is performed on the new body called "pseudobody". The velocity

distribution around the pseudobody after several iterations, including the boundary layer

calculations, is such that the fluid stream will not separate from the surface. Aerodynamic

characteristics are then obtained based on velocity distribution for the pseudobody. By

doing this, viscous effects are taken into consideration and fairly accurate values for

aerodynamic characteristics are computed. Even though it takes a fair amount of time and

skill to implement the procedure in the code, the procedure and the methodology will not

be discussed in great detail within this study. The routine does not have influence on the

major subject of the study, the conjugate heat transfer. It was used to calculate airfoil

characteristics and evaluate surface vorticity method.

The panel method subroutine produces a solution for different angles of attack. Due to

the coupling with other procedures, such as an attachment of the pseudobody and the

boundary layer calculations, that feature stays unemployed.
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3 The Boundary Layer Solver - Finite Difference

3.L lntroduction

Chapter 3 gives a short introduction to the significance of boundary layers and the finite

difference method. The Crank-Nicolson method from Ref. 2 and Ref. 8, which is an

implicit finite difference method, and its application in the code are presented. Major

coding issues encountered in the study, code evaluation, and a few examples are

discussed.

3.2 Significance of the Boundary Layers

3.2.1 The Velocity Boundary Layer

The concept of the boundary layer is associated with the presence of the shear stress T

acting in planes parallel to the fluid velocity (see Fig. 3-1). As it is known, the shear

stress t is a consequence of the fluid viscosity. Due to viscosity, the surface of an object

will retard the motion of particles in the adjoining fluid layer. Those particles will be

slower than the particles in the next layer and they will try to slow down those in the next

layer. The phenomenon is present through the fluid due to viscosity but at some distance

away from the surface, it becomes negligible compared to its magnitude in the vicinity of

the surface. That region where velocity gradients and shear stresses are large is called the

boundary layer. The velocity component of the fluid in the streamvise direction denoted
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by u, that is equal to 0 at the surface, increases across the boundary layer until it reaches

the value of the free stream u-. This is how we get one of the main characteristics of each

boundary layer, its thickness ô defined as the value of y for which u=0.99U-. That value

of u is denoted u.. The above concept led to the idea that the fluid flow is characterized

by two distinct regions: a thin fluid layer in which velocity gradients and shear stresses

are large, and a region outside the boundary layer in which velocity gradients and shear

stresses are negligible. Analysis of the fluid flow in this study is divided accordingly.

Since there is variation of x component velocity along y across the boundary layer, its

more specific name is the velocity boundary layer (see Ftef . 2,4, and 5). The importance

of the velocity boundary layer to problems involving convection transport will be seen

more clearly in the section describing application of the finite difference method to

equations modeling energy transfer within boundary layer.

If we know the velocity gradient at the surface, we can obtain the surface shear stress in

case of a Newtonian fluid (from Ref. 2)

rs=p(ôuiôy)lv=o

where p is the dynamic viscosity and y direction perpendicular to the surface.

(3.1)

Since surface frictional effects are closely related to the surface shear stress, the local

friction coefficient (see Ref.2), from which the surface frictional drag may be determined,

is found by employing the following formulation

Cr=T, l(Vzpu"2)

3.2.2 The Thermal Boundary Layer

(3.2)

If the temperatures of the fluid free stream and surface temperature are different, thermal

boundary layer must develop (see Ref. 4).

In case of a flow over an isothermal flat plate, there will be a uniform temperature profile

at the leading edge T"=o = T-. At other locations along the plate, temperature gradients in
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direction y normal to the surface, will develop in the fluid due to energy exchange among

the particles of the fluid. Energy exchange starts at the wall, where particles that come

into contact with the plate reach thermal equilibrium with the surface temperature, and

propagates through the fluid. That region in the fluid, where temperature gradients are

present, is called the thermal boundary layer and its thickness is defined as the value of y

where [(T,-T)/(T, - T.o)] = 0.99. T, Tr, and T- are the temperature within boundary layer,

the temperature on the surface, and the temperature of the free stream respectively. Since

no fluid motion occurs very close to the surface, energy transfer takes place only by

conduction. Therefore, at any distance x from the leading edge, the local heat flux may be

obtained by applying Fourier's law to the fluid at y=Q

FIF* - - ft¡ ôT/ôyl y=o (3.3)

where fr¡ is the thermal conductivity of the fluid and ôT/ôyl y=o is the temperature gradient

on the surface in direction y normal to the surface.

By knowing that the local heat flux expressed by the Newton's law of cooling,

FIF*= h(Tr-T-) (3.4)

is equal to that defined trough Eq. (3.3), we can obtain the convection heat transfer

coefficient h, in terms of conditions in the thermal boundary layer

h = (- k¡ ôT/ôy I v=o) / (T, - T-)

The above relation could be read

defined by the wall temperature

thermal boundary layer.

as, the rate of heat transfer across

gradient ðT/ôy | ,=0, determined

(3.5)

the boundary layer is

by conditions in the
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Figure 3-l Velocity and thermal boundary layers on an airfoil

The Finite Difference Method

Solving the boundary layer equations requires the solution of differential equations,

which means that boundary layer problems are not arithmetic problems. The key to

development and wide presence of numerical methods are powerful computers that can

do arithmetic calculations very rapidly on a very large scale. These facts led to the main

idea of finite difference, to reduce the solution of the differential equations to an

essentially arithmetic problem. This is done by creating a series of algebraic equations

between the values of the dependent variables at various specific values of the

independent variables that are separated by small finite differences (e.g. dx and dy in x

and y directions respectively), instead of solving the differential equations. The process

will be explained through the brief description of the finite difference implicit method

applied in the code in resolving boundary layer equations. The region of interest or

domain is divided by a small but finite spacing (dx and dy) into a grid. Even though the

region should be curved due to curvature of the airfoil, the mesh will be two-dimensional

rectangular mesh over a fTat plate. The effects of the curvature will be taken into
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consideration through boundary conditions specified at the edge of the boundary layer

that are the results of the inviscid flow analysis. The points of interest are the

intersections of grid lines, called node points, where the values of the dependent variables

are calculated. The nodes or locations where the values are calculated are identified by

using indexes n,m where n identifies a location in the x-direction and m in y-direction,

u(x,y) = un,m. This notation will be used here, in the description of the method, rather than

(i j) indices used in the code.

3.3.1 The Velocity Boundary Layer Solver

The finite difference implicit methods are based on using unknown information at

downstream station that we are stepping toward, rather than known information at

station where we are.

The differential equations

continuity equation,

planar, incompressible forms of the

the

the

to be treated are the

ôu/ôx + ôv/ôy =Q (3.6)

and the momentum equation without the unsteady term,

u ôu/ôx + v ðu/ôy = (-llp) ôp/ôx + v (ô2u/ôf) (3.1)

The parabolic momentum equation is solved with

procedure, and the continuity equation is viewed as

v(x,y). First term in the momentum equation will

difference approximation

an implicit "downstream-marching"

an auxiliary equation for determining

be approximated by using forward

ôúôxln,- = (u n+r,m - u o,J / Ax (3.8)

For the other derivatives in the momentum equation, Crank-Nicolson method of

approximation will be applied:



ð2u/ôy2 =Vz{l(tn*t,^+t-2rfn+r,m*u n*r,*-r)/Ay2]+[(un,,n*r-2rJ n,^+u n,m-1)/Ay2] ]
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(3.e)

(3.10)ôt/ôy = Vz{l(un*t,m+1 - un+l,m -ùl2\y)+L(un,m+t - u,,.-1 )/2Ayl }

The Crank-Nicolson method (see Ref. 2. and 8) consists of taking the average of the

approximations for ô2u/ðy2 evaluated at n and n+l giving ô2u/ôy2 evaluated at n + Vz,

halfway across the strip over which one is stepping. The method has a relatively simple

formulation and the order of approximation of O(Ay)2, which means improved accuracy

and smaller truncation enors. It is unconditionally stable but involves more computations

per step than the simple implicit method.

m*1

n-1 n n*l

Figure 3-2 Finite difference grid, x-momentum equation terms approximation

The pressure gradient is specified from the inviscid solution through:

m-1

ôp/ôx=-puôu/ôx

-(1/p)ôp/ôx =uôu/ôx

-(1/p) (pn+r - p")/ Ax = uen [(uen*1- ueo)/Âx]

(3.11)

(3.r2)

(3.13)

n-l,m+1

m+I/2 - ------

n-l,m

¡n-1
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The terms aa and bb that include viscosity of the fluid and the step size in both directions

are defined as

aa=Il(4Ly) bb =vtQ\f) (3.r4)

After the above equations are substituted into the momentum equation and the equation is

rearranged, the implicit equation for calculating the streamwise velocity un*1,* after a

downstream step in terms of known information at the station before the step, is

A' u¡a1,--1*B' Un+l,m * C' u¡a1,¡¡al = D

where coefficients A,B,C, and D are given as

(3.1s)

A --[vo,-'aa + bb]

S = [(un,-/Ax)+2.bb]

C-[vo,-'aa-bb]

D - (uen/Ax)'[uen*1- ueo] + uo,.2 - vn,m . aa .[un,m+l- un,m-l] + bb .[un,-*1-2un,-+ un,m-r]

From the Eq.(3.15), we can calculate new velocity at one grid point downstream (n+1,m)

in terms of known values from the previous step and unknown values from the current

step at points (n+1,m-1) and (n+1,m+1). After the equation (3.15) is formed for each

unknown, the system will be closed. Since the equation for each unknown involves only

two other unknowns, the matrix is tridiagonal. As a convenient method of direct solution

for the tridiagonal system, Thomas algorithm (Ref. 8) was employed within the code.

Since we have a relation for one unknown in terms of some of the other unknowns, Eq.

(3.15) is an implicit finite difference formulation. The boundaries of the computation

region are the wall with no-slip condition at y=Q and the outer edge of the viscous region

with velocity u" at a distance far from the surface. The velocity u. depends on free-

stream velocity U- and the shape of the body. The boundary and the initial conditions

enter into the calculations easily. As can be noticed in the code, the no-slip condition is

used directly in the calculation of all points that are one grid spacing up from the wall or
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at m=2. On the other side, the outer boundary condition is used directly to calculate the

values at all points that are one grid spacing down from the top boundary, m=M-l. The

initial conditions are defined at n=l and were directly used to obtain values atn=2.

The important fact to discuss here is that the differential momentum equation is

nonlinear, however, the finite difference form of the momentum equation is linear. That

was accomplished by evaluating the u in the coefficient of ôu/ôx at n, where it is known

and not at n+1 location where it is not known. The same was applied to the v multiplied

by õu/ôy term.

Another obstacle in modeling the boundary layer equations besides having linear

approximation of nonlinear momentum equation is the coupling between incompressible

finite difference forms of the continuity and the momentum equations.

m*l
n-l,m+l i n,rnr rr|-1¡n+1

n-l,m n+1,¡ntrrñ

J

-a
I

Ð--<

n-l,m-l n m-l

n-LÌ2.

!

I

i

r+1n

rrrl ¡n-l

Figure 3-3 Finite difference grid, the continuity

n*1

equation terms approximation

m-l

n-l

The second term in the

difference discretization at

continuity equation ôv/ôy

the downstream station n+1,

is approximated by backward

ôv/ôy I n+r.m-n = (Vo+l,m - vn,.1,--1)/ Ay (3.16)
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Approximation could be regarded as a central difference at a location that is halfway

between two grid points (n+1,m) and (n+1,m-1) which is the point (n+1,m- 7z ), shown as

a circle in the Fig. 3-3.

Term ôu/ôx of the continuity equation will be approximated at point (n+ Vz,m- Vz) as the

average of the ôu/õx central difference approximations at locations n+ Vz on levels m and

m-1, as

ôu/ôx ln+n,m-n= /z [ôu/ôx ln+w,^+ ôu/ôx ln+,2,,m-rl

= Vz [(u n+t,m - u n,,n)/Âx * (ü n+r,m-l - u n,,,r-1)/Ax ]

After substitution of the above approximations into the continuity

regrouping, velocity Vn+t,m can be determined starting at m=2, using

condition for v at the wall m=l, and proceeding up to m=M through

V n+l,m = v n+1,m-1 - ,/, (Ly /Ax) [(un..1,m - un,m )*(un+r,--r - un,--r )]

3.3.2 The Boundary layer Characteristics

(3.t7)

equation and

the boundary

(3.18)

Once an accurate solution for the velocity components is obtained, various other

quantities of interest can be calculated. Certainly, the most important is the shear stress t,
given by

t, = p(6r-r/õy)v=o = llt l(z\y)l (4un,z - un,¡) (3.19)

Eq. (3.19) comes from forward difference approximation Eq.(3.20) with the order of

approximation of O(Ax)2 ât una1,- where m=l or at the wall un11,- = 0,

ôu/ôy I n+r,- = (l/ZLy) (-3un*1,.n * 4u¡a1,¡¡a1- un+t,m+2) (3.20)
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The skin friction coefficient is calculated by substituting Eq. (3.19) into Eq. (3.2) to get

C¡= [v/(Ay u.'¡1 14un*1.m+1 - un+t.m+2) (3.21)

The boundary layer thickness ð, can be found by searching the velocity un.* for the value

of m, thus y, corresponding to un,m = 0.99 u.. The integral thicknesses, ôx and 0 were

found through integration of velocity profiles as specified by the following two

equations:

e = J t1- (u/u")l(u/u") dy

ôx = f [1- (u/u")] dy

(3.22)

(3.23)

The foregoing method is simple and quite successful. Even with the step-size restrictions

described, very accurate calculations can be made in a very short time for planar,

incompressible, constant-property flows.

3.3.3 The Thermal Boundary Layer Solver

The desired form of the energy equation (as shown in Ref. 2) is the exact boundary layer

equation written in terms of the static temperature

p Cp [ ôT/ôt+u ôT/ôx +v ôT/ôy] =u ôp/ôx + ôp/ôt-ôqr/ôy +tõu/õy (3.24)

The above equation is valid for both laminar and turbulent flow, because the shear stress

t and the heat transfer rate Qy, have not been modeled.

For laminar flow of many corrìmon fluids, a suitable approximation is Fourier's law

9y=-ftôT/ôy (3.2s)
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where k= k(T) is a physical property of the fluid composition and temperature. Note that

qr does not depend on the motion of the fluid. Using this expression and the Newtonian

expression for shear in laminar flow, we obtain the energy equation,

pCp[ ôT/ôt + uôT/ôx + vôT/ôy ] = ô(kôT/ôy)/ôy + p(ôu/ôí)2 + uôp/ôx + ôp/ôt

For a steady, constant property flow and incompressible fluid we can write

(3.26)

pcp I u ôT/ôx + v ôTiôy I = k ô1¡ôy2 + ¡r(ôu/ôy)2 (3.21)

The finite difference form of the energy equation will be developed the same way as the

finite difference form of the differential momentum equation.

The first differential term in the equation ôTiôx will be approximated by using central

difference around (n+Vz,m) with a grid step Lx/2 along x-axis, with the order of accuracy

O(Àx)2 as

ôT/ôx = ( Tn*r,,n - T",^)/2(Lx/2) (3.28)

For the other derivatives in the energy equation, the derivatives will be approximated at

both points (n+1,m) and (n,m) using the central difference. The approximation used in the

equation will be the average of the two giving derivatives evaluated at (n+Vz,m), halfway

across the strip over which one is stepping. As mentioned before the approximation is

called Crank-Nicolson method and will be applied as follows

ôT/ôy =Vz{l(To*tm+r - To*1,^-)l(2Ay)l+[(T",^+r - Tn,,'-r)/(2^y)] ] (3.29)

õ2ttõf=yr{ [(Tn*r,-*r-2To+r,m*To+r,--r)/Ây2]+[(T,,**r-2To,-*T n,*-r)/Ay2] ] (3.30)

ôu/ôy = Vz{l(un*t,m+l - un+l,m -ù/2\yl+[(un,m+t - un,r-1)/2Ay] ] (3.31)
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After the equations (3.28), (3.29), (3.30), and (3.31) are substituted into the equarion

(3.27), regrouping, and if we use terms defined as

4= (1/ 2Ax) [un*1,n,, -F un,m]

3= (1/ 8Ay) [vn*1,n * vn,-]

C= (It2Ly')

there will be

p C" A(T n+I,--T n,. )* p C, B(T n+t,m+l - T n+r,m-r)*p C" B(T n,m+t-T n,.-r) =

kCT n+l,m+l -2kCTn+l,m +kCTn+l,m-t +kCTn,m+r - 2kCTo,* * kCT n,m-l *
+ pt(1/ 4dy)(u n+l,m+t-u n+t,m-t*U n.m+l-U o.--r)]2 (3.32)

In order for the above equation to be written in the form used in the code, the following

constants will be defined

NXI=pCuB

NX2=pC"A

NX3=kC

NX4 = Il 4dy

NX5 = ¡f [NXa(u n+l,m+l-U n+t,m-l*tl n,m+l-U n,*-l)]2

and the coefficients of the equation will be

Al = -(NX1+NX3)

B1 = NX2+2 NX3

Cl=NXl-NX3
D1 = (NX3 - NXl) To,''+r + (NX2 - 2 NX3) Tn,,' * (NX3 + NX1) T¡,¡1_1 + NX5

so that the final equation can be written in the form



Al'Tn+l,m-t + B1 'Tn+l,m +Cl'T¡a1,.¡ç1 =Dl

JJ

(3.33)

After one sweep through the domain we'ù/ill have the temperature distribution within the

boundary layer.
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3.4 Coding fssues

At the beginning of the study, a code for solving the boundary layer equations based on

the explicit method of Wu (1961) was developed. The explicit, finite difference form of

the momentum equation is not difficult to develop by analogy with the explicit treatment

of the model equation. Even with its limitations, such as step-size restrictions, the method

is quite successful. Very accurate calculations can be made in a very short time for a

planar, incompressible, constant-property flow. Results of the numeric explicit procedure

are not shown in this study since they are almost identical to the results shown in Section

3.5 obtained by the implicit procedure VelocityBl.for. However, it has to be mentioned

that the results of the numeric explicit procedure were compared with the benchmark

solutions for various problems such as Howard problem, and Falkner-Skan wedge flows

given in Schetz (1993). The solution of the explicit procedure together with flat plate

laminar boundary layer Blasius solution, Falknar-Skan solution for flows with pressure

gradient and Howarth problem were used to verify the solution of the more complex

implicit Crank-Nicolson finite difference procedure employed within the main conjugate

heat transfer code.

Within the explicit formulation, there is only one grid point at n+l location where the

value of the unknown function is calculated based on the values from the previous step.

The implicit formulation requires solving the system of equations with unknowns along

the y-axis at n+l location, which means that the values of the function will be calculated

simultaneously at all grid points at n+l location. This implies that the procedure for

solving the boundary layer equations depends on the formulation used to approximate the

differential equations. The explicit formulation is simple to code but its application is

limited to a small step size due to stability of the solution. Even though the implicit

formulation is more complicated to code, the usage of larger steps in both directions

could make the implicit procedure more efficient than the explicit one. However, the

steps Ax and Ay cannot be too large since the accuracy of the solution will be reduced. If
the accuracy of the solution is a primary concern, the more efficient procedure to use

might be the explicit formulation. Since the stability analysis cannot not be rigorously
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performed for a non-linear system, results from the stability analysis for an idealized liner

model equation system influenced the choice of technique used. The main reason why the

implicit Crack-Nicolson method was used is that it is believed to be unconditionally

stable for any ratio Q- v Á,x/(Ue Ay2) and that the choice of step seizes will not cause

significant obstacles in the study.

The coordinates, for the explicit and implicit procedures, were chosen such that the

leading edge represents the origin of a coordinate system with coordinates (0,0) where the

indices are n=m=l. First node at x = 0 is denoted by n=l. At the last station X = x¡e¡g1¡, n

will have a value of n = N. For the transverse coordinate, m=l at y=Q and m=M at

Y=Ymax. Our computation region is limited by N station in x-direction that is the trailing

edge and by M station in y direction that is somewhere in the flow. The edge of the

boundary layer will be defined by a number smaller than M.

In this study, attention was not devoted to optimization and computational efficiency.

That is the reason why the step size in both directions Ax, Ây were constant through the

marching steps and through the iterations. The improvements could be made in terms of

grid size optimization like different steps in both directions through the marching steps

pending on the region analyzed. Due to the fact that boundary layer thickness has to

increase as the flow moves away from the leading edge, the steps Ax, Ày close to the

leading edge would have to be very small and increasing down stream. That would imply

that a number of grid points would have to be changing through iterations that would

complicate the code even further. Since the finite difference subroutine was just one of

the subroutines in the main code, there were more important issues that should be looked

at. The same step size Âx and Äy were used for both velocity and thermal boundary layer

solvers. The grid mesh, defined by the step size, was rectangular of the order of

magnitude Ax = 10Ày.

The step size in the x direction could not be chosen to be any number. The body shape to

be analyzed is an airfoil. In order to verify the inviscid flow calculations and the

calculation of the pressure and friction drag and coefficients, an airfoil which already had
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known characteristics, had to be analyzed. The coordinates x and y defining the airfoil

geometry, for almost any airfoil, were specified at the same locations. The locations are

not a constant distance apart from each other and usually are closer to each other at the

leading edge at the order of 1.257o of the chord. As we are approaching the trailing edge,

the distance would increase to I07o of the chord. Certainly those coordinates, used to

define the length as well as the start and the end of each panel for the potential flow and

conduction analysis, could not be used to define the grid for the finite difference

calculations due to their size. However, since they define the airfoil and since the

boundary layer analysis has to be coupled with the other two numerical methods, they

had to be the nodes of the finite difference grid. There is an interpolation subroutine

INTERPOL.foT creating the finite difference grid points between x coordinates of the

airfoil panels for finite difference calculations. The approach taken was that distances

between x-coordinates of the points defining the airfoil will be divided by a suitable x

direction step size required by finite difference, which is a common denominator for the

lengths between panel's x coordinates. This is how the maximum step size in x direction

that could be used was defined.

The same is not applicable to the value of Ây step size in y direction. Due to large

gradients of velocity and temperature near the body surface Ây has to be kept quite small

in that region. The choice had to be made between uniform and non-uniform grid.

Implementing non-uniform grid in y direction would not be that easy because of the

central differencing employed for several terms in y direction. Therefore, even though the

uniform Ay across the whole boundary layer increases the number of simultaneous

equations to be solved, the uniform grid was the choice in this study.

The choice of Âx and Ay values 'ù/as not driven by the upper limits only as explained

above. The other very important influence came from the quality of the resulting solution

or in some cases the values for which the solution could be obtained. After a number of

sets were tested, with different step sizes in both directions, for different kinematic

viscosities and two airfoils 0010-35 and 0012, no definitive determination on the best

grid to be used could be achieved. There were a few attempts to establish a relation

between quality of the solution (or at least a trend) and certain quantities that define

stability, for explicit and some implicit methods, but unfortunately without success. At
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the end, the set that could produce satisfactory solution was adopted and used in further

analysis.

The stability question is a bit more complex to explain and a detailed explanation will not

be presented here. The stability of the solution (or the approximation) of the linear model

parabolic equation could be analyzed mathematically, as shown within "Boundary Layer

Analysis" by Joseph A. Schetz, and would be a good example to understand the issue.

Other causes besides the stability, that could lead to obtaining a good solution in certain

cases and no solution in others, could be associated to round-off and truncation effors.

Round-off effors come from the finite number of digits that must be handled in any

computer. Clearly, each number must be rounded off at the last digit that can be retained.

Truncation effors are consequence of disregarding most of the terms in series expansion

when approximating derivatives. Errors could dominate the solution if they accumulate a

little at each step that would lead to an unstable procedure, which probably happened for

most of the input sets tried. Opposite to that is when the errors tend to cancel each other

and the total error by the end of the problem remains small, and the procedure is called

stable. Some of this effect is present within solutions for boundary layer characteristics,

displacement and momentum thickness calculated for an airfoil and can be noticed on

charts shown in Chapter 5, Figure 5-2. Even if the solution is not stable at the first few

steps, the errors are kind of "washed" down the stream and solution becomes stable.

Boundary layer characteristics such as local skin friction coefficient, boundary layer

thickness, momentum thickness, displacement thickness, and point of separation were

calculated within subroutine "VelocityBL2.fot'' . For some of the sets executed, solutions

for boundary layer characteristics would not stabilize along x direction and the sets would

be considered unable to produce a solution. Remember that the boundary layer

characteristics are calculated from the formulas where the ratio between u (x-component

velocity within the boundary layer) and u. (velocity at the edge of the boundary layer) or

u/u., is the dominant term. Solution for the skin friction coefficient was shown not to be

that hard to obtain, for flat plate examples and in some cases for airfoils, through Eq.
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(3.2L) employed. In almost any execution of the code (some of them are shown in Table

3.3) or set of Ax, Ay, v, and U- tried, the solution followed the trend or behavior from the

literature. Only at the second step in x-direction, the values were not aligned with the

curve. Other than that, the skin friction curve was almost always smooth and the skin

friction coefficient values were almost always steadily decreasing as marching towards

the trailing edge.

The issue creating a major obstacle within the boundary layer solution, which has a huge

influence on coupling between potential flow and boundary layer analysis, is the

determination of the point of separation. The key is the criterion determining how close

to azero value the skin friction coefficient has to be in order for a location to be regarded

as the point of separation. Several criteria were tried, basically different minimum values

that could not produce reliable solution in terms of defining the point of separation within

10 percent of the chord through the pressure loop iterations. That problem led to the idea

of changing the formula Eq. (3.2I) for the skin friction calculation that comes from

forward difference approximation with the order of approximation of O (Ax)2 at una1,'n

where m=1 or at the wall un+r,. = 0 to the expression

g¡ = [v/(Ây U.2)] (un*r,: - un+r,r) (3.34)

The Eq. (3.34) is a linear approximation or the forward difference approximation of

ðu/ðy with the order of approximation of O (Âx)' Surprisingly, the lower order of

approximation produced better results and was used in further analysis. The skin friction

coefficient curve became smoother along the chord, especially as it was approaching the

point of separation and fluctuation. With the new expression used, the point of separation

through iterations was kept to within 57o of the chord with the criterion defining the

location as that Cf<0.0001.

Influence of the potential solution to the boundary layer solution and determination of

point of separation will be discussed in great detail within Chapter 5.
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3.5 Evaluation of The Velocity Boundary Layer Solver

Before the subroutine VelocityBl.for that resolves boundary layer equations and gives

the solution for velocity distribution within the boundary layer was inserted into the main

code and applied to an airfoil, its solution had to be verified. The evaluation was done

through comparison with the following benchmark solutions for laminar flow. The results

of VelocityBl.for were first compared with the exact solution for flow over a flat plate

that was originally produced by Blasius. Looking at those results and comparing them

with the Blasius solution in the below table, it was concluded the results are in good

agreement.

Table 3-1 Comparison VelocityBl.for vs. Blasius Solution

The grid used to obtain the values in the table was uniform in both directions with the

same step size dx - dy = 0.001.

Next step in evaluation was the comparison of numerical solutions produced by

VelocityBl.for and the implicit procedure, given by J.A. Schetz in Ref. 2, for resolving

the so-called Howarth problem (u" = Uo - Ax). The Howarth problem gives a flow that is

nonsimilar, the adverse pressure gradient flow leading to separation, which would be a

severe test. This case was chosen since similar adverse pressure gradient will exist on an

airfoil. Characteristics of the boundary layer obtained by two solutions are shown on

comparison charts. The analyzed flow was laminar with kinematic viscosity v = 0.0002

mzls, at U- = 10 m/s over a surface that is a flat plate from the leading edge to x=l m. At

that station, a ramp begins to produce an inviscid velocity distribution u"(x)- 10.5-x/2

m/s. The boundary layer development was calculated over the surface from x=l to x=2

(m).

v (m'zls)
Uoo

(m/s)
X

(m)
Solution
Source

ô $x e Cf

0.0002 10 1

Blasius
Solution

0.0224 0.00771 0.00297 0.00297

VelocityBL.for 0.023 0.00773 0.00297 0.00296
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Two solutions have been shown to be in good agreement but they are not identical. The

solution shown by the Schetz was obtained or calculated by starting from station x=l m.

The values from Blasius solution at x=l m were used to obtain the "initial" conditions for

calculations. Since initial profiles were also required, Schetz adopted the cubic velocity

profile for u,

u/ue = 3/2 (ylõ) -Vz (y/E)3

and v = 0 as adequate approximations to the exact Blasius solution, which would require

tabular input for the profiles.

VelocityBl.for vs. "BL Analysis", Schetz
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m 0 Solution Source Cf Reo5 1ôxix; Reo's 1O*/x¡ Reo 
s (ô/x) Reo 

5

I I
"BL Analysis"

Schetz
2.465 0.648 o.292 2.4

VelocityBL.for 2.135 0.722 0.316 2.735

U3 V2

"BL Analysis"
Schetz

1.5 15 0.985 0.429 3.4

VelocityBL.for 1.511 r.021 0.438 3.729

0.1il 0.2

"BL Analysis"
Schetz

1.025 1.320 0.548 4.2

VelocityBL.for 1.036 t.334 0.541 4.226

0 0

"BL Analysis"
Schetz

0.664 1.721 o.664 5.0

VelocityBL.for 0.661 t.730 0.665 5.22t

-0.024 -0.05

"BL Analysis"
Schetz

0.559 r.879 0.701 5.4

VelocityBL.for 0.550 t.9 0.107 5.469

Table 3-2 Comparison VelocityBl.for vs. Hartree as sho\iln by Schetz

On the other side, VelocityBl.for performs a calculation from the beginning of the plate

at the station x = 0 m as it is a flat plate until station x=1. From the ramp at x=l m the

inviscid velocity distribution was calculated through the formula provided. Thus,

VelocityBl.for used the results of its own calculation, u and v velocity distribution

within the boundary layer from the previous step, as an input at station x=1. Other than

the "initial" conditions for calculations, there are no other differences in approach to the

problem. The codes used by Schetz and VelocityBl.for are based on the same implicit

procedure. The grid used by VelocityBl.for to obtain the values shown on the Figure 3-4

to Figure 3-6 for the Howarth problem and the results for the Falkner-Skan problem in

the Table 3.2, was uniform in both directions with the same step size dx - dy = 0.001.

The final evaluation of VelocityBl.for was done by comparing its results with the ones

produced by similar solutions with the pressure gradient. If we consider the boundary

layer development on an airfoil, we can notice four distinct regions: stagnation point

region, region from stagnation point to about maximum thickness with favorable pressure

gradient dp/dx <0, zone around maximum thickness dp/dx = 0, and section with adverse

pressure gradient dp/dx >0. The special case, covering all four distinct regions, was
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derived by Falkner and Skan (1930). It corresponds to the inviscid flow over a wedge

with an opening angle

$n=2mn /(m +1)

where the inviscid velocity distribution would be calculated by using

ue (x) = fJo x'

The solution obtained by Hartrce (1937) from Ref.2, is compared to the solution

produced by VelocityBl.for in the above Table 3-2. The case B = 0 is the flat plate

problem. The values of P < 0 represent the adverse pressure gradients. The cases with p >

0 represent favorable gradients, and p = m = 1 is the case of planar flow at a stagnation

point. Even though the velocity profiles over wedges of various angles were not

compared to velocity profiles generated by VelocityBl.for, through comparison of

overall boundary layer characteristics it was concluded that the results were fairly close

and that the code could be applied to a flow over an airfoil.
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3.6 Evaluation of The Thermal Boundary Layer Solver

Before sharing the results generated by the solver, it is worth noting that the convection

heat transfer coefficient and heat flux strongly depend on the velocity field within the

boundary layer. In this case it comes to a numerical solution for the velocity boundary

layer.

If we take a look at Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7), which describe the incompressible constant

property laminar boundary layer flow, we can notice that Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7) are

uncoupled from Eq. (3.27). The methodology of resolving Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7) for

velocity fields u(x,y) and v(x,y) to the exclusion of Eq. (3.27) was applied in this study.

From knowing the velocity fields ìwe can calculate other velocity boundary layer

characteristics. In the energy equation Eq. (3.27), the temperature and velocity fields are

coupled. Thus u(x,y) and v(x,y) must be known before Eq. (3.27) may be solved for

T(x,y). Using one numerical solution to calculate another implies that all assumptions,

errors, and inaccuracies from the previous solution will be inherited in the later one. The

fact that helps in resolving the temperature filed within the boundary layer is that the

energy equation F;q. (3.27) is not non-linear as the x-momentum equation. This led to an

assumption that the inaccuracies due to non-linearity will not multiply. Basically, all the

issues that had to be dealt with in resolving u,v fields, appeared in the application of the

thermal boundary layer solver. The considerations that were discussed in the previous

section such as grid size, the point of separation, and order of approximations in the

process of linearization, will not be discussed here again.

As it was shown in the previous section, there are few benchmark solutions for velocity

filed that the result can be compared to, which is not the case for the thermal boundary

layer. Therefore, the solution for the thermal boundary layer has been much harder to

evaluate than the solution for the velocity boundary layer. Although, there are few

expressions offered by different authors for different thermal boundary layer parameters,

mainly local Nusselt number, expressions from the Ref. 4 Chapter 7 will be used in this

evaluation. The expressions are derived through assumed similarity solution for T in the
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boundary layer based on knowledge of conditions in the velocity boundary layer obtained

through the Blasius similarity solution for steady, incompressible, laminar flow with

constant properties and negligible viscous dissipation.

Local Nusselt number, as shown in Ref. 4, is of the form:

(3.3s)

The average Nusselt number is defined as,

Nu¡vnc = 2 Nu^

The average heat transfer coefficient would be then

(3.36)

havnc = Nuevnc (k/L) (3.37)

And total heat transfer rate along the length per unit width

Q = hevnc L (T'- T-) (3.38)

where k is thermal conductivity, Re* - local Reynolds number, Pr - Prandtl number, L-

length of region, T, and T* - temperature of the surface and fluid stream respectively.

The results obtained with different Ax, Ay steps for a case of a laminar flow over a flat

plate are shown in the Table 3-3. At the end of the table in the last column, the Blasisus

and similarity solution for thermal boundary layer characteristics are shown.

Nu* = h. (x/k) =0.332 (Re^)0'5 Pr 1/3
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Runl Run2 Run3 Run4 Run5 Run6 Theory

Step size - y direction dy 0.001 0.001 0.0001 0.0001 0.00001 0.00001

Step size - x direction dx 0-0025 0.001 0.0025 0.001 0.001 0.0001

Number of grid points y
direction M

400 400 600 700 3000 4000

Heat transfer rate over
plate Q

1589.48 1589.85 1 976.1 5 1995.89 2044-28 2048.70 2344.58

Average convection
coefficient H aver

11.65 11.65 14.48 14.62 14.98 15.01 17.18

Average Nusselt number
Nu aver 159.95 159.99 198.86 200.85 205.72 206.1 6 235.94

i - node 201 501 201 501 501 5001

coordinate x 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

velocity BL thickness ô 0.0070 0.0070 0.0062 0.0062 0.0061 0.0061 0.0062

displacement thickness ôi. 0.00217 0.00217 0.00215 o.oo214 o.oo212 0.00213 o.oo214

momentum thickness e 0.00082 0.00082 0.00083 0.00082 0.00082 0.00082 0.00082

friction coefficient Cf 0.00162 0.00162 0.00163 0.00164 -0.01598 0.00165 0.00165

thermal BL thickness 6t 0.01 10 0.01 10 0.0100 0.0099 0.0104 0.0099

Table 3-3 Finite difference grid size effect on fïnal solution of the solver

The above calculations were pedormed for flow defined with:

Table 3-4 Parameters defTning the fluid flow for results shown in Table 3-3

From the above results, we can see that the closest the solvers "Tempearture.for" and

"Heatflux.for" could get to the solutions from the theory was less than T2 Vo for thermal

boundary layer characteristics. The boundary layer parameters could be calculated with

fairly high accuracy even with the coarser grids. It is interesting that the solvers do not

give a solution for Cf in Run5 even with a very fine step Ây. Based on results shown in

the table and few other solutions for different flow parameters, Ax and Äy steps from

Run4.were adopted and used in further calculations. They produced the thermal boundary

Laminar kinematic viscositv Nl 0.00003084

Free stream velocity UNinf 10

Densitv o 0.7992
Air thermal conductivitv cndt 0.0364

Specific heat at constant volume Cv 727.98

Temperature outside the boundarv laver To 300

Temoerature of the bodv on the surface Tw 27
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identical solution for velocity
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within 15 %o in agreement with the theory and almost

boundary layer parameters, as the above discussed Blasius

ô / ðt Along a Flat Plate
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Figure 3-7 Velocity over thermal boundary layer thickness ratio along a flat plate

In this evaluation, more attention was devoted to the behavior of the solution and its

reiation to velocity boundary layer parameters, such as the ratio between velocity and

thermal boundary layer thickness. According to the Ref. 4, the ratio should be ô/ôt =Prtß.

Although that ratio was not matched, results could be considered satisfactory regarding

the difficulties with determining both boundary layer thicknesses, the numerical

procedure itself, and the fact that the ratio used for comparison represents the order of

solution not the exact number since something like that does not exist.

The displayed graphs characteize the boundary layer flow defined by following

parameters:

0.0
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The Bonlay comp region length x direction (m) L- 0.10000E+01
Number of srid ooints in the x direction N- 1001

Step size - x direction : dx-- 0.001
The computation region heieht v direction (m) H- 0.0699
Number of erid points in the v direction M_ 700
Step size - y direction : dy= 0.0001
Free stream velocitv lmls) LINinf-- 0.10000E+02
Fluid laminar kinematic viscosity (m'ls) NI= 0.24540F-04
Densitv of the fluid lks/m') fO= 0.91320E+00
Fluid specific heat at constant volume (J/ke K) Cv = 0.722858+O3
Fluid thermal conductivity (Wm K) cndt = 0.32500E-01
Temperature outside the boundary layer (deg. C) Tg = 0.20000E+03
Guessed temperature of the blade surface (deg. C) Tw = 0.20000E+02
Prandtl number Pr= 0.693

Table 3-5 Parameters defining the fluid flow for results shown on graphs

As shown in the charts below, all the parameters vary along the length of the plate

smoothly. Curves shown on the charts follow the behavior suggested by the expressions

from the literature. It can be noticed that the average and the local convection coefficient

decrease along the plate. The local Nusselt number increases along the plate and closely

follows the curve defined through Eq. (3.35).

Local Nuselt Number - Nu(x) on a Flat Plate
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Figure 3-8 Local Nuselt number variation along aflatplate
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Local Heat Transfer Coefficient - h(x) on a Flat Plate
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Figure 3-9 Local convection heat transfer coefficient variation along a flat plate
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Figure 3-L0 Velocity and thermal boundary layer thickness along a flat plate
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Average Convection Coefficient - h avrg, Over Panels on a Flat Plate
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Displacement Thickness - õ* on a Flat Plate
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Figure 3-13 Displacement thickness variation along a fÏat plate

Since the solutions obtained through "Tempearture.for" and "Heatflux.for" for a flat plate

have shown a good agreement with the solutions suggested through the theory, it was

concluded they could be applied to an airfoil shaped body.
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4 The Conduction Solver

4.1, Introduction

This chapter briefly presents the boundary element method formulation used to create the

heat conduction solver. The encountered coding issues are brought to the attention of the

reader. The code evaluation and test results are demonstrated.

4.2 The Boundary Elements Method

The direct formulation in potential problems can be traced to Jaswon which as early as

1963 with Symm presented a numerical technique to solve Fredholm boundary integral

equations, which consisted of discretizing the boundary into a series of small segments

and assuming a constant source density within each segment. The first book on boundary

elements "The Boundary Element Method for Engineers" by C.A. Brebbia, was

published in 1978 but the name BEM was first used in 1977 in two papers by Brebbia

and Dominuqez. Until then, boundary integral solutions were almost exclusively the

domain of mathematicians and physicists.

The direct formulation is the main subject of the book "Boundary Elements An

Introductory Course" by C.A. Brebbia and J. Dominguez. I used it as a main BEM

reference and it was the knowledge source for the work performed within the thesis.

It could be said that the boundary element method belongs to the same family of

numerical techniques such as finite elements, finite differences, or the vortex method

applied for the potential flow analysis in this study. The methods could be seen related
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through application of weighted residual or variational type techniques. Only the

formulation of boundary elements for potential problems will be discussed here. The

numerical implementation of the method and its application used in the code will be

described.

4.2.1 Basic Integral Equation

Before the boundary element method is described for potential problems such as steady-

state conduction, it should be explained how the starting boundary integral equation

required by the method can be obtained. The notation used in this chapter is the same as

the one used by Brebbia in Ref. 6. Since the method of weighted residuals provides a

very powerful approximate solution procedure that is applicable to a wide variety of

problems such as a finite element method, it will be applied here to obtain the desired

expression of the boundary integral equation. The problem analyzed in the thesis is the

steady-state heat conduction in a homogeneous isotropic solid body, which is like the

other potential problems governed by the Laplace equation in a Ç) domain. (The potential

function is denoted as "u" and its derivative as "q".)

V2u=0 in Ç) (4.r)

Boundary f consists of two regions f I and f2 such that f = f 1+ f2. Conditions present

on the boundary are as follows

(i)

(ii)

where n is the normal to the boundary f and

known values as shown inBq. (4.2).

Assume there is an approximate solution of

conditions in Eq. (4.2). If such a solution is

Essential Conditions of the type u = u' on f 1

Natural Conditions such as q= ôr:/ôn - q' on f2

the u'and q' are

Eq. (4.1) that

substituted into

(4.2)

not the derivatives but

satisfies the boundary

Eq. (4.1), it will not
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necessarily satisfy the equation exactly, that is, there will be some residual error R. Since

there are residuals R, it can be written,

The idea behind weighted residual technique is to make R as small as possible by setting

its weighted residual to zero for a certain weighting function w such that

In RrdÇ)=o inÇ)

If the weighting function is ux, with derivatives on the boundary gx= ôux/ôn, there will

be

R=V2ul0

Rl =u-u'+0

R2=Q-q'+0

Where u and q are approximate values.

JnR,* dSl =In Rzu+df -J' R,q*df

or

In (Y' u) u* dÇ) = I., (q-q')u* dl - Ir, (u-u')q* df

After integrating the left hand side twice by parts, one obtains

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.s)

fn (V'ux) u dÇ) = - I., q'r* dl -1., eu* dl + I., ug* r/f + f., u'q* dl (4.6)

The Eq. (4.6) will be transformed into a boundary integral equation by using a special

type of weighting function u* called the fundamental solution that represents the field
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generated by a concentrated unit charge acting at a point 'i' and in the case of steady-state

conduction it would be a concentrated heat source.

The effect of this charge is propagated from i to infinity without any consideration of

boundary conditions. Because of this, the solution can be written

V2u*+Ai=0

The Dirac delta function Âi tends to infinity at the xi and is equal to zero anylvhere else

but its integral is equal to one. Another characteristic is that the integral of Dirac delta

function multiplied by any other function is equal to the value of that function at a point

xi

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

Since the fundamental solution u* represents the field generated by a concentrated unit

charge acting at a point 'i', s* and q* are the weighting function and its derivative at that

point. For any other point xi, there will be another integral equation.

Il"
-l--- Boundary curve
/...\

/L---:!- -\- --,' 
\

J' u(V2 u*¡ dÇ) = 1,, u1-Âi) dÇ) = -ui

Eq. (4.6) becomes

ut + I., uq* df + I., u'g* d.l = Inq'u* dl + J¡, qu* df

Pivotal point

Figure 4-1, Semicircle around a pivotal point
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Assume the boundary curve is not smooth but there is a bump like region or semicircle on

the boundary that enlarges the domain. If the radius tends to zero, the point "i"

considered to be at the center of our semicircle becomes a boundary point and the

boundary becomes smooth. Before doing this, the E;q. @.9) was a general form applicable

to any point within Ç2 domain. If the solution of Eq. (4.7) for two-dimensional isotropic

region

¡x= (1/ 2n) ln (l/r) (4.10)

is applied into the Eq. @.9) and if the radius is taken to zero the boundary integral

equation for two dimensional problems will be :

lz ui + I. u e* dl =!rqu* df

where the integrals are in the sense of Cauchy Principal Value.

4.2.2 The Elements and Matrix Equation

Vz ui + p, (i', u q* df) ri=I (i¡ qu* df ) d

Assume the boundary of a body is divided into M panels as it was when the vortex

element boundary integral method was applied and as it is shown on the Figure 2.1.

Another assumption would be that the values of u and q are constant over each panel.

Therefore, the pivotal points at the center of our elements are the locations that we will

obtain a solution for. Based on all of that, the boundary integral equation discretized for a

given point 'i'will be

(4.11)

(4.r2)

The above equation relates the "i" point where fundamental solution s*,e* is applied to

the 'J" pivotal point on every other panel through the integrals carried out over the

panels. Unknown constant values u and q are taken out of the integrals. After we apply
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fundamental solution through the Eq. (4.12) to each node, the system equations is formed

and boundary values can be found.

To make writing of equations easier and relations more understandable, panel integrals

could be called

H' 'j - Jr¡ e* df and G'j = I,¡ u* df

Then the set of equations would be written as

N..N
t Hu ur= tGuor
j=t j=l

Or in a matrix form

HU=GQ

Where H and G are two NxN matrices and U, Q are vectors of length N.

(4.r3)

(4.r4)

(4.1s)

We should remember here that our boundary conditions were defined in Eq. (4.2) such

that we can have known either value of potential or its derivative at a pivotal point.

Therefore, there will be only N unknowns in the system that are a mixture of potential

and its derivative. After matrices are rearranged such that all unknowns are on one side

and all known values are on the other side the equation will be:

AX=F (4.t6)

Where X is a vector of u's and q's boundary values that are not known.

By resolving the Eq. (4.16) we will know all the values of potential or its derivative on

the boundary. By knowing the boundary values, we can calculate u and q at any internal

point "i" by using Eq. (a.9) written as

u'+=J.qu+df - J¡uq*df (4.r7)
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Where values u* and q*

q are already calcuÌated

would lead to

are those corresponding to that particular point.

boundary values. The same notation could be

The values u and

used here which

,N
u'- I GtJ ol

P.
J =l

N..
I H'u uJ
I -r

(4.18)

The derivative of potential at a point "i" or internal flux in any direction k can be

obtained easily if we deriveEq. @.T7)

(q**)' = (ôu/ôxr)i = J,. q (ôu*/ôx*;i df - fr u (ôq*/ôx*¡i df

Integrals in the above expressions are usually obtained through numerical integration.

A relatively simple FORTRAN subroutine used within the main code for solving steady-

state heat conduction in a homogeneous isotropic solid body is basically an application of

the above presented theory. The boundary values (u's and q's) produced by the

subroutine are constant over each panel since the constant elements were used.

The code used was taken from the " Boundary Elements An Introductory Course" C.A.

Brebbia and J. Dominguez, however it was modified to fit within and to produce

additional variables required by the main convection-conduction coupling code. The

boundary element code input and output files had to be changed accordingly from the

files shown in the book.
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4.3 Coding Issues

Compared to the finite difference method explained within Chapter 3., it could be said

that BEM has more complex mathematical foundation, which makes its numerical

implementation much easier. The above described boundary element theory should not be

that complex to apply but there are few issues that everybody should be aware of before

writing a code.

Attention should be devoted to the weighting function. In this specific case, it was the

fundamental solution applied at a particular pivotal point or position of charge. The

weighting function has to have a relationship from a point of application to a panel on the

boundary. The integrals to be resolved in the equations are carried out over a panel.

Values of potential and its derivative are taken out of integrals since they have been

assumed to be constant over a panel. The only function left under an integral will be the

fundamental solution or its derivative. Therefore, the influence of a panel to a point of

charge and vice versa is established through a fundamental solution and its integration

over a panel on the boundary.

A good practice would be to change coordinates over a panel to a homogeneous (
coordinate and limits of integration from -1 to I in order to facilitate integration.

Numerical integration formulae used in the code is Gaussian quadrature for cases ilj. For

elements i=j a more accurate integration might be required such as higher-order

integration rules or a special formula. In this particular application for a case of constant

elements Hij and Gij integrals were computed analytically. Thus, a key in creating a

reliable BEM code would be an appropriate and accurate numerical integration technique.

Another important issue comes from implementing boundary conditions that contain

values of u and q over boundary. As it was shown earlier, that will result in N unknowns

in the system as mixture of potential and its derivative. Therefore, system Eq. (4.15) has

to be reshuffled by moving columns of H and G from one side to another in order to
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implement boundary conditions. After it has been done, we'll have system Eq. (a.16)

which is not difficult to solve.

Routine SLNPD suggested in the book was used within BEM subroutine to resolve

system of equations. Within subroutine PANEL.for solving the potential flow, system of

equations like the one in Eq. (a.16) was resolved by the matrix inversion method.

Through the application of the code, SLNPD methodology was shown to be faster than

the matrix inversion method.

Other than these few issues, numerical implementation of BEM is pretty straightforward.

The BEM formulation explained and used within this study is based on "constant"

elements. There are several other BEM formulations that are not discussed here but

certainly would be valuable options and subjects of study for somebody who wants to

learn more about the technique and its application.
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4.4 Evaluation of the code

4.4.1 Square Domain Example

The first example considered in the evaluation of the BEM code and its results was a

closed square domain shown in Figure 4-2. The boundary was divided into 12 constant

elements, with three on each side of the square. Boundary conditions specified through an

input file were the known temperature values on the vertical walls and the known heat

flux on horizontal planes of the domain. The required solution of the problem was

obtaining the unknown temperature and heat flux values on the boundary and at five

internal points.

Figure 4-2 Square domain considered with calculated values shown

The square domain, the boundary conditions and results are all shown on the same sketch

in Figure 4-2. The first thing that comes to mind is that very few elements were used and

feasibility of obtaining valuable results with such a coarse mesh. For boundary conditions

chosen, it is not difficult to evaluate results due to existence of the conduction rate

equation or Fourier's law that implies that direction of heat flux is normal to a surface of

T=200 T=99.74
;rL :jT

T=150
)lj r

T=200 T=99;14

'\ ,"'"--- /
Internal points and

Cal culated temp erature
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constant temperature. From Fourier's law we can calculate heat flux and temperature

within the domain that would represent the exact solution.

Considering the simplicity of the method and very few elements used, the excellent

agreement with the exact solution could be noticed. The heat flux on vertical walls was

quite close to the exact solution of 50. The values calculated at the internal points as a

weighted average of boundary values were even closer to the exact solution as seen in the

figure.

4.4.2 Rectangular Tube Example

Second case considered was a rectangular tube or a rectangular domain with a rectangular

inner boundary. This time the mesh was finer and all surfaces including the internal ones

were specified to be at a constant temperature, see Fig.4-3.

q '=199.78
d':199.78
Calculated
value

Points defining
panels

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

*'t

C':199.78

{':tss.rs

I lntemal points

I calculated temperature
L r=199 95

I

I

Figure 4-3 Rectangular tube domain considered with calculated values shown
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The internal points, where temperature and temperature derivative were calculated, were

specified to be in the middle of each wall. Such a choice was made in order to stay away

from the corner zones were multidimensional effects of heat transfer have to be

considered. In the middle of the walls, the temperature gradient is significant in only one

direction and Fourier's law could be applied. The exact solution obtained through

Fourier's law is again used to evaluate results produced by the code.

In the Frg. 4-3, we can see that results in the middle of the walls are in accordance with

the exact solution that varies linearly. The accuracy is better than in the previous case of

the square domain, which is probably due to finer mesh.

The code used produces a solution for problems that have more than one surface, with

internal and external boundaries. It was used in calculations for both examples shown

here since the input to the code can easily be changed to specify only one boundary over

a domain.
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5 Integrating the Elements - The Complete Code

5.1- Introduction

This chapter presents integration of

conjugate heat transfer phenomena on

coding issues that have to be resolved

numerical methods are presented.

5.2 Applied Methodology and Coding Issues

The sequence of the solution could already be noticed through the order in which the

applied numerical methods were presented in this study. Although progression in

obtaining the final results could be easily followed in the main code given in the

Appendix, there are a few issues that should be discussed.

The first step would be obtaining the inviscid flow velocity distribution around the object.

Since the issues associated with the implementation of the surface vorticity method were

discussed in Chapter 2, they will be mentioned here very briefly. When it comes to the

coupling of solutions of the potential flow and the boundary layer solvers, the most

important concern determining the quality of the solution is number of the panels and

their size. The velocity distribution around a body will be more accurate if we employ

more panels of a smaller size on the surface, but that is not something that has to be done.

the numerical methods used in the analysis of

a model of a cooled airfoil shaped object. Major

are discussed. The final results of the integrated
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The approach that was taken here is to have much more smaller panels in the leading and

the trailing edge zones of the airfoil due to the curvature of the surface, and longer panels

around the half way of the chord. Airfoil aerodynamic characteristics given in the

literature are usually accompanied with the data points defining the contour of the airfoil.

Those points defining the airfoil were used as points defining the panels. Since the

velocity distribution did not match the literature data in the leading and trailing edge

zones, a few panels had to be added. The solution is obtained at a point located at the

center of each panel.

To provide an input for the boundary layer solver, which is an implicit finite difference

method employed, the potential flow solution has to be specified at the finite difference

grid locations. At the same time, the panel method grid nodes have to be the nodes of the

boundary layer solver. A separate subroutine INTERPOL.FOR is employed in specifying

the boundary conditions to the finite difference grid, which are the values interpolated

between values of the potential flow velocities at points determining the start and the end

of a panel. The velocities at the start and end point of a panel were determined through

interpolation between potential flow solution calculated in the middle of each panel.

Using this approach, interpolation in between interpolated values, works very well,

however it brings inaccuracies into the solution. The subroutine keeps information of the

number of interpolation points along each panel since that number will be needed

afterwards when averaging and integration of the finite difference solution is performed.

The issues associated with a choice of uniform or non-uniform grid, the best finite

difference grid to use, and their effect to the solution were discussed in Chapter 3.

Boundary layer characteristics such as local skin friction coefficient, boundary layer

thickness, momentum thickness, displacement thickness, and point of separation were

calculated within subroutine "velocityBl2.for". In order to perform the analysis on

airfoils with sharp and blunt trailing edge, there are two subroutines in the main code:

"VelocityBlsh.for" is used for sharp trailing edge airfoils and the "velocityBl2.for" is

used for blunt trailing edge airfoils. They are basically the same and the only difference is
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the criterion specifying the location of the point of separation in case the flow separates at

the very end of the trailing edge.

Another module affected by the difference in trailing edge shape is the subroutine

attaching a "wake body" to the airfoil. The appropriate subroutines have to be employed

to accommodate the fact that the flow eventually stays attached to the pseudobody

through the iterations to calculate the aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil. The

routine of attaching the "wake body" to the airfoil, and the procedure for the

determination of the pressure and the friction drag coefficients within the pressure loop

will be discussed here very briefly. In addition to that, it should be mentioned that the

aerodynamic characteristics determined through that procedure were one of the

parameters defining the quality of potential flow solution and coupling between the

vortex method and the boundary layer solvers.

The fact that the boundary condition at the outer edge of the viscous region or the

velocity Ue obtained from potential flow subroutine is readily introduced into the finite

difference calculations did not help with the coupling of the two solutions. As it was

explained in Chapter 2., the obtained inviscid velocity distribution was dependent on the

coordinates of the panels on the airfoil surface as well as the number of the panels. The

point of separation was crucial in determining both the form drag and the friction drag

coefficients controlling number of iterations that had to be performed within the pressure

loop. Within the pressure loop, new airfoil shape would be formed after the displacement

thickness, obtained from velocity boundary layer solver, is added to the original

geometry. The potential flow calculation would be performed on the new body shape

including a "wake body" attached to the new airfoil, followed by the boundary layer

calculations with a new boundary condition.

It has been shown that the boundary layer solution was very sensitive to a change of

values obtained as explained and specified on its outer edge. The skin friction coefficient

and the location of the point of separation were the boundary layer characteristics of the

most importance in coupling the solutions. The cases where that fact could be easily
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noticed are when different points defining the contour of the airfoil are specified at the

leading edge zone. If the end point of the first panel on the airfoil was specifiedat0.5To,

0.7Vo, or 0.8Vo of the chord, there would be a different point of separation obtained for

each of these input files, as shown in Table 5-1. Even such a small change in coordinates

of points defining the airfoil would produce a different inviscid velocity distribution. If
the potential solutions for each of these three input files were shown on the same graph

(see Fig. 5-1), the difference would be hardly noticeable. However, it would certainly be

noticeable when it comes to the point of separation determined through boundary layer

calculations. The other boundary layer characteristics were susceptible to a change in

inviscid velocity distribution around the airfoil as well. They are not important in the

whole procedure of coupling the solutions but certainly illustrate quality of the boundary

layer solution.

Table 5-L Dependence of the boundary layer characteristics on the panel's grid

Most importantly, susceptibility of the boundary layer velocity solution to slightly

different inviscid velocity distribution has certain influence to the main problem

considered here, the conjugate heat transfer. In the Figure 5-5, it can be observed that for

a change of location of the point of separation within 87o, surface temperature

distribution would change roughly the same percentage. The change in the solution

propagates even through the boundary element results. Even the averaging over panels

that takes place when the panel's heat flux is calculated does not eliminate the effect. All

of that required a change to the total heat flux transferred to the body surface, due to the

different coordinates used to define the panels, not to be disregarded. The final or the

converged solution for suface temperature was changed accordingly.

7o of chord the
end point of first

panel is
soecihed at

Point of
separation
location at

x/chord

Cf
at 0.9 x/chord

0
at 0.9 x/chord

$x

at 0.9 x/chord
ô

at 0.9 x/chord

0.4 0.98125 o.o042l 0.00018 0.00056 0.001I

0.5 0.97500 0.00268 0.00027 0.00084 0.0017

0.7 0.95375 0.00127 0.00042 0.00142 0.0027

0.8 0.91875 0.00080 0.00049 0.00178 0.0032
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INPUT data file name (airfoil geometry/panels): 00l2sq8
BEM INPUT data file name lblc and srid ooints of oanels on inner boundarv): beml2

The Bonlav como resion leneth x direction (m) L- 0.10000E+01
Number of erid points in the x direction ]r{= 80r
Step size - x direction : dx= 0.t2500F-02
The computation region height y direction (m) H- 0.399008-01
Number of grid points in the y direction M- 400
Step size - v direction : dv= 0.10000E-03
Free stream velocity (m/s) UNinf= 0.10000E+02
Aerofoil chord length (m) Chord= 0.10000E+01
Free stream velc angle with x-axis (degrees) ALFinfD= 0.00000E+00
Fluid laminar kinematic viscositv (m'ls) NI= 0.245408-04
Density of the fluid (ks/m') ro= 0.91320E+00
Fluid specific heat at constant volume (J/ks K) Cv = 0.722858+03
Fluid thermal conductivitv (Wm K) cndt = 0.32500E-01
Blade material thermal conductivity (Wm K) cndtbl = 0.17700E+03
Conductivitiesration cndt/cndtbl conRat = 0.1 83628-03
Temperature outside the boundary layer (deg. C) Tg = 0.20000E+03
Guessed temDerature of the blade surface fdes. C) Tw = 0.20000E+02

Table 5-2 Fluid stream and the fTnite difference grid parameters the results shown
\üere obtained for

Since the boundary layer solver does not give the solution after the point of separation,

the values in the separated flow zone were not even used in the calculations. The other

reason they were disregarded is the fact that there is basically no heat transfer after the

point of separation.

The described relation between the size of the panels, different grid points used to define

the panels, and the final results is fairly coÍìmon among all numerical methods used. For

any of the numerical methods used today in any type of analysis, even for commercially

available programs, a mesh producing a quality and usable solution has to be determined

before anything else is done. As always, the evaluation is performed through comparison

with the available theoretical and experimental data. The same was done here, which is

why the panel grid having the first panel endin g at 0.87o of the chord was accepted as the

one to be used in evaluation of the code and its results.

After a temperature distribution within a boundary layer solver is obtained, the results

have to be transformed into the input form required by the body heat conduction solver.
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One of the main advantages of the boundary element method as it was shown, is that it

gives very accurate results even with a few elements employed. That is the feature that

keeps the computing requirements down and certainly it was to be maintained within the

conduction solver used here. The grid utilized for the boundary element method is the

same grid used in the potential flow analysis, which is the points defining the panels on

the surface of the airfoil. The solution of the heat conduction solver is obtained at a

pivotal point in the center of the panel due to a specific boundary element formulation

applied, that is based on "constant" elements. Remember, that is the same location where

the solution of the potential flow is computed.

In the first iteration, the thermal boundary layer solver calculates temperature distribution

within the boundary layer based on the assumed surface temperature. Temperature field

around the body as calculated does not mean so much to the heat conduction routine. The

required boundary condition for the conjugate heat transfer on the body surface is that the

heat flux and the temperature are continuous. So, the temperature on the surface was used

to calculate the temperature distribution around the airfoil. Heat flux was determined

from obtained temperature field and used as a boundary condition on the surface for the

conduction analysis within the body. Thus, input data required by the heat conduction

routine is the heat flux as a constant value over each panel, since the boundary element

procedure is based on "constant" elements formulation. From a coding prospective, that

means that the values from the finite difference grid have to be brought to the boundary

element grid. The procedure employed in the code is that along the chord, local

convection coefficient and local heat flux are calculated on the finite difference grid.

Those values are then averaged over each panel and the determined average heat flux

over each panel is used as an input to the heat conduction solver BNELEM.FOR. The

integral of the heat flux function over each panel, calculated by the trapezoidal rule, is

divided by the length of the panel in order to obtain the value of the average heat flux

over a panel. By doing this, the other portion of continuous boundary conditions on the

body surface is fulfilled. In addition to the heat flux on the boundary, the set of input data

such as coordinates of internal points where we might want to know the temperature and

the heat flux, the number of intemal boundaries such as cooling ducts, and boundary
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conditions associated to them are input specified to the heat conduction subroutine. Those

data has to be specified through a separate input file. The result of the heat conduction

subroutine is improved surface temperature. It becomes the boundary condition for a new

thermal boundary layer solution. That means that the results are imposed on the finite

difference grid, which is done through a separate subroutine in the convection-conduction

loop of the main code. Iterations continue until the temperature on the body surface is

converged. The criterion used to stop iterations is that the difference between the values

of calculatedtemperature in subsequent iterations over each panel has to be less than 0.1

degree.

Another important fact in execution and applicability of the code is the fluid involved and

the material of the blade or to be more specific one of their characteristics, the thermal

conductivity fr. Since no fluid motion occurs very close to the surface, energy transfer

takes place only by conduction. Therefore, at any distance x from the leading edge, the

local heat flux is obtained by applyin g Fourier's law to the fluid as shown in expression

(3.3). The conduction heat transfer process in the blade is quantified in terms of the same

rate equation, Fourier's law, where the thermal conductivity basically determines the

heat transfer rate. Therefore, there is a new parameter created and used in this study

named the conductivities ratio CR. It is defined as a ratio of the fluid over the blade

thermal conductivity,

CR = knui¿ lkuua" (s.1)

As it will be shown in the next section, the CR has a huge influence on the number of

iterations required to reach the converged surface temperature. In addition to that, if the

values CR is beyond certain value the solution is not converging, which sets the limits of

code application.

The traveling of the results between solvers and the grids required by each of them is one

of the main issues when it comes to integrating the numerical methods used. The results

are sort of captured in the averaging - interpolation loops.



The influence of the applied numerical methods' results traveling between

and the averaging-interpolation routines, on the quality of the results,

considered in this study.

7t

different grids

has not been
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5.3 Results and Evaluation

5.3.1. PotentialSolution

The airfoil analyzed in the study is the well known NACA 0012. Since results of

potential flow solver were discussed and compared with available data from literature as

shown on the Fig.2-3, only inviscid velocity distribution obtained for two different grids

is presented here.

- - E ' ' end point at 0.47o - à(- 'end point at 0.87o
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Figure 5-1, Velocity distribution along the airfoil chord for two different panel grids

In the Fig. 5-1, potential flow solution along the chord is shown for two test cases: 1. end

point of the first panel on the airfoil was specified at 0.47o and 2. end point of the first

panel at 0.8Vo of the chord. As it was discussed in the previous section, the difference in

velocity distribution is hardly noticeable. However, the choice of the grid point has an

obvious effect on the boundary layer solution and consequently on the final solution of

the main code.

çi

o

o.20.1
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5.3.2 Boundary Layer Solution

Results obtained through the boundary layer solver fit very well within boundaries where

they are supposed to be. Curves showing the boundary layer characteristics along the

chord follow the expected behavior and trend. Comparing the characteristics like skin

friction coefficient Cf or displacement thickness ôx at a certain location on the airfoil

with data from literature would be very hard. Even for a well known airfoil such as

NACA 0012, specific values of the boundary layer characteristics, for a laminar fluid

flow with parameters as defined, would be difficult to find. If the obtained solution for a

flow over an airfoil is compared with the solution for flow over a flat plate, where the

flow in both cases was defined by the same flow parameters and almost the same grid

was used, it could be concluded that the results are reasonable and could be used.

Velocity and Thermal BL Thickness, NACA 0012 Uinf =10 m/s cr=O
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Figure 5-2 Velocity and
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thermal boundary layer thickness along the airfoil chord
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Figure 5-3 Skin friction coeffïcient Cf along the airfoil chord
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Figure 5-4 Displacement Thickness ô* along the airfoil chord
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For the airfoil used in the analysis and for the fluid flow as defined, the location of the

point of separation should be about 907o of the chord. If we take a look at the Cf

coefficient curve shown here, we can see that the values obtained match the expected

very well. In addition to that fact, the analysis was done on the same airfoil but for Re

defined by U- = 4.8 m/s and U- = 3.2 rr/s, that are lower than the one used here, U- = lQ

m/s. For a lower R¿ numbers, thickness of the boundary layer was increasing and the

point of separation was moving toward the leading edge. That observable fact happens in

reality, which confirms the solution even more.

5.3.3 Conjugate Heat Transfer Solution

The final results of a computer code used to analyze the conjugate heat transfer over a

cooled airfoil shaped object are presented on the following charts. Since the coding issues

and their influence to the solution have been already discussed, the charts should be

considered in connection with everything that was said in preceding sections. One of the

concerns already discussed is the impact of the choice of panel grid on the final solution

of the code. The solution, shown as a converged temperature on the surface of the body

and its dependence on the location of the end point of the first panel, is shown in the

Figure 5-5.

Surface temperature derivative in the direction normal to the surface, accompanied with

the surface temperature distribution along the chord, is presented in the Figure 5-6. The

flow around the airfoil was defined by the parameters specified in the previous section. In

this case, there was only one cooling duct at the center of the body with a cooling fluid at

20C. The effect of the cooling duct on the surface temperature is obvious. The reason

why the temperature of the body surface close to the cooling hole is so close to the

cooling fluid temperature is the high thermal conductivity of the body material. In other

cases when the body material was different, a different surface temperature was obtained.
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One Cooling Duct, Conductivities Ratio CR = 1.83 x i0-a
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Figure 5-5 Surface temperature dependence on the panel grid choice, NACA00L2
surface temperature distribution along the airfoil chord

One Cooling Duct, Conductivities Ratio CR = 1.83 x 104
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Figure 5-6 Surface temperature distribution and temperature derivative normal to
the surface, one cooling duct
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The surface temperature derivative in the direction normal to the surface closely follows

the panel's convection coefficient down the chord, as shown on the next chart. The values

are different as expected, but behavior of the curves is the same, confirming the

continuous boundary conditions applied.

Average convection coefficient perpanel, one cooling duct

Figure 5-7 Convection heat transfer coefficient h, average value per panel

As shown on Fig. 5-8, two cooling ducts would be more than desirable in case we want to

lower the surface temperature across the first half of the chord. The number of the

cooling tubes, their location, and the boundary conditions along their surfaces are

specified within a separate input file from which the heat conduction routine reads the

data. It is not hard to change the input file and obtain the desirable temperature

distribution determined by the number, size, and location of the cooling tubes. This is

something that would probably be done in case the best optimum design of a turbine

blade is the intention.

s40
dj

-s 30
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Two Cooling Ducts, Conductivities Ratio CR = 1.83 x 104

0.5
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* Surface Temperature ÆF Temperature Derivative Normal

Figure 5-8 Surface temperature distribution and temperature derivative normal to
the surface, two cooling ducts

On the following two charts, the convergence of surface temperature at three different

locations on the airfoil for two different CR factors is shown. It can be noticed that

surface temperature converges much faster for a body made of material with higher

thermal conductivity or lower CR factor. The point locations are expressed as a ratio of x

coordinate over the airfoil chord.
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The last chart shown is the number of iterations required for the temperature over the

whole surface to converge as a function of CR factor. As displayed, the higher the CR the

more iterations it takes to compute the final solution. Also, the below graph illustrates

that after a certain value of the CR parameter, the temperature on the surface will not

converge at all, meaning that the code will not produce a solution. That value of CR

could be considered as a limit of code application.
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conductivities ratio factor CR x 10^3

Figure 5-1,1, Convergence of a solution as a function of CR factor, one cooling duct

All the charts shown are for the fluid stream and the finite difference grid defined in

Table 5-2.

The correlation of the CR factor, the coupled numerical methods, the geometry of the

body, and the parameters defining the flow such as velocity and temperature of the fluid

stream in obtaining the valid solution was not explored in this study but is something that

certainly should be done.

1.00.1
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The final results shown in this and the preceding sections are not proven through tests or

any theoretical work. Thus, some experiments would probably need to be run to confirm

them. Regardless of that fact, and based on the evaluations performed on each of the

numerical methods through the tests shown in the previous chapters, it can be concluded

that the results are reasonable.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

The study concludes with a summary of inferences drawn from the work and possible

directions for future efforts.

6.1 Summary

The observations extracted from this study of a steady conjugate heat transfer process

between an aerofoil shaped object with a cooling duct that is immersed in a forced

convection laminar boundary layer can be summarized as follows:

o Creation of a computer program that performs conjugate heat transfer analysis on

an airfoil shaped object in a fluid flow provides valuable insight into all aspects of

the fluid flow, the convective heat transfer, and the body heat conduction analysis

o The created numeric procedure established the methodology and a direction for

analysis of a more complex and generally curved object and emphasized issues

that would have to be resolved if such an object is exposed to conjugate heat

transfer within a fluid flow different from the one analyzed here.

o There is high interaction between applied numerical methods due to the fact that

the result of one of them is used as input or boundary condition for another one.

They can be successfully coupled and a final solution will be reasonable

providing major coding issues, such as traveling of the results between different

grids, are properly addressed. A different grid for each of the numerical methods

would be a desirable option, since advantages of each procedure should be

preserved.
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The concerns associated with any numeric type analysis have to be addressed for

each of the methods separately, before the same problems are addressed in the

complete code. One of these concerns would be a mesh to be applied producing a

qualitative and valid solution.

A conjugate heat transfer problem on a body immersed in a fluid flow can be

successfully resolved and a valid solution can be obtained through application and

coupling of the surface vorticity boundary integral method, the implicit finite

difference method, and the boundary element method. The limits of application of

a conjugate heat transfer computer code and quality of the solution it produces,

are determined by each of the numerical methods used and their interaction. Other

parameters such as fluid and body material properties, together with a specific

problem characteristics, magnitude and angle of upstream velocity, temperature of

the free stream, and so on, could have a huge influence on applicability of the

code and its results. Conductivities ratio CR factor was identified as one of the

parameters that determines the convergence of the solution and specifies the

limits of application.

In case a conjugate heat transfer problem is resolved utilizing the methodology

and code developed in this study, results should be verified through experiments.

6.2 Future Directions

Based on the work completed and problems encountered in this study, several areas of

interest for future research can be suggested. Some of them can be considered as an

extension to the work on a conjugate heat transfer problem studied here, while the others

are topics of a more general nature.

As it has been shown, for an airfoil shaped object immersed in a hot fluid stream the heat

transfer mechanism involves two phenomena that were considered:

Convection from the fluid stream to the surface of the body

Conduction inside the body
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The two-dimensional heat conduction problem was solved through application of a

boundary element method, which has been demonstrated to be very efficient and

accurate. The boundary element method requires discretization of the surface rather than

the volume. Hence boundary element codes are easy to use with existing mesh

generators, mesh can be easily generated, and modified. Since the method allows a few

elements located on the surface of the body to be used, and still produces a valuable

solution, the computer time is no longer a primary concern in a boundary element

analysis. The improvements in this specific case could be made if a different type of

boundary elements is used. The type of boundary elements that could be exploited are

linear, discontinuous, quadratic, and higher order elements. Any of the types mentioned

should produce a more accurate solution than the boundary element method based on

constant elements if the same number of elements is used.

The work or the methods used in this study to complete the analysis of the other

phenomenon within the conjugate heat transfer problem, the convection from the fluid

stream to the surface, could be significantly improved or replaced with alternative

methods. As it was discussed in Chapter 3., the implicit Crank-Nicolson finite difference

method was used to approximate the boundary layer momentum equation. As we know,

the differential momentum equation is nonlinear, however, the finite difference form of

the momentum equation is linear. That was accomplished by evaluating the u in the

coefficient of ôu/õx at n, where it is known and not at n+l where it is not known. The

same was applied for the v ôu/ôy term. Therefore, even if the procedure employed is

called implicit it is not completely implicit. The improvements to the boundary layer

solver, created in the study, could be made if the linearization of the momentum equation

is done by evaluating the u in the coefficient of ôr¡/ôx at n+l location. Since the u at n+l

location is not known in the current sweep, the value calculated in the previous sweep

would be used. That means that the boundary layer solver would employ an iterative

procedure until the velocity field within the boundary layer converges to meet certain

criterion. The solver would be fully implicit utilizing the iterative procedure. The same

would be applied to the v ôu/ôy term. The modification would not be so difficult to

implement, since only the coefficients of the tridiagonal system of equations resolved
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would be changed. The iteration loop, controlling the values of the velocity filed, located

somewhere in the code must not be forgotten.

The alternative to the potential flow and the finite difference solvers, as used in the code

created in the thesis or modified as explained above, would be the utilization of another

numerical method named "Finite Volume Method". A module of a conjugate heat

transfer analysis code, based on finite volume formulation, would be a very powerful

substitute for both the potential flow and the boundary layer routines employed in the

code developed in this study. The problem of coupling between the potential flow and the

finite difference solutions, including the issue of having different grids, would be

eliminated. The mesh around the body and a preference of the finite volume formulation,

as well as its application, would be some of the major issues to be answered in creating

such a code. By knowing the features of both, the boundary element and the finite

volume methods, coupling between them should not be a problem.

The procedure and the computer code produced in this work could be easily used and

upgraded in a study of the heat transfer process on airfoils at different angles of attack,

and flat and cylindrical bodies with or without heat source immersed in a fluid flow.

Applicability could be further stretched to conjugate heat transfer occurring during the

autoclave cure process of manufacturing curved composite panels. If some work is

devoted to issues such as application and implementation of turbulent boundary layer and

transition region in between laminar and turbulent boundary layers, the domain of the

procedure applicability could be substantial.
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APPBNDICBS

Appendix I. The Main Code

!

! M. JOJ]C ]-7IJANUARY/03
! Problem of fnternally Cooled Turbine Blade:
! PROGRAM ConjugateHT
!

| *fncompressible Inviscid Flow was analysed using
! THE VORTEX ELEMENT BOTINDARY ÏNTEGRAL METHOD.
! Computation is executed within subrouLine "PANEL.FOR"
t *The Boundary Layer Equations describing
! Two Dimensional- Steady Laminar Incompressible Flow
! hrere solved through Numerically Exact Sofutions
! FTNTTE DIFFERENCE METHOD
I Crank-Nicolson Implicit Technique
! (Parabol-ic DifferenLial Equations)
! Computation is executed within subroutine "VELOCITYBL.FOR"
! *Treatment of Viscous EffecLs Within the Inviscid Formulation
! done through attachment of the WAKE BODY to original- airfoil
! Computation is executed within subroutine "PSEUDOBODY.FOR"
I *The Boundary Layer ENERGY Equation: Constant.-Property
! T\llo Dimensional- Steady Laminar Incompressible Flow
! \¡ras solved through Numerically Exact SoluLions
I FTNTTE DTFFERENCE METHOD
! Crank-Nicolson Implicit Technique
! ComputaLion is execuLed within subroutine "TEMPERATURE.FOR"
! *Heat Transfer Process or CONDUCTION ANALYSIS within the blade
! performed through application of THE BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
! The code is vafid for isotropic materials and uses con. elements
! Computation is executed within subroutine "BNDELEM.FOR"
I

Program ConjugateHT
parameLer (KK=10000, S=700,W=200)
parameter ( PI=3 .141,59)
integer M lNumber of grid points in the y direction
integer N lNumber of grid points in the x direction
integer Mest !Auxiliary variable
int.eger int ! Interval for data output
integer Numb !Index of trailing edge grid point-original a/f
integer te lNumber of panels on upper surface-original a,/f
integer MM lNumber of panels around a,/f
integer teP lNumber of panels on upper surface-pseudobody
integer MMP lNumber of panels around pseudobody
integer NoIter lNumber of iterations PRESS "do loop"
integer NoIterCC lNumber of iterations COND_CONV "do loop"

integer idtsp li-grid point before sepr. (l- to Numb) any iter.
integer idt.spm li-grid point before sepr. (1 to Numb) first iter.
integer nufl li-grid point before sepr. (1 to N) any it.er.
integer nufl-m !i-grid point before sepr. (1 Lo N) first iter.
integer Iter, ID,JD, fi,di !Auxi1iary variable
integer TTf,pf,ppf !Auxiliary variable
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integer kory lNumber of dy spaces between grid poinLs used to
! cal-culate f l-ux

integer ispis !ispis=L(yes, print velocity profile) ispis=O (no)
integer tsp2 !isp2=1(yes, print shear sLress) isp2=0 (no)
integer isp3 !isp3=1(yes, print pseudobody coord) isp3=0 (no)
integer isp4 !isp4=1(yes, print panel flux and h) isp4=0 (no)
integer pnte !pnte=l(pseudobodyl.for) pnte=O (pseudobody.for)

real- delt(KK) lThickness of the boundary layer
real- deltT(KK) lThickness of the temp boundary layer
real- CF(KK) lSkin friction coefficient any iter.
rea] CFm(KK) lSkin friction coefficient first iter.
real DSL(KK) lÐisplacement thickness ( integral )

real- DSLG(S) lDisplacement thickness at grid points
real- Tet (KK) lMomentum thickness ( integral )

real ue (KK) lVelocity
real uel- (KK) lVelocity
rea] corX(KK) ll,ocation in coordinat.e x
real u(KK,S) lU-Velocity within boundary layer
real- v(KK,S) lV-velociLy wiLhin boundary layer
real ul-(KK,S) lU-Vel-ocity within boundary layer first. it.er
real- vl- (KK, S) lV-velocity within boundary layer f irst. it.er
real Temp(KK,S) lTemperature within the boundary layer
real T(KK,S) lTemperature within the boundary layer
real Ttr(S) lAuxi1iary array
real (8 ) dvi lDlmamic viscosj-ty
real- a(S),b(S),c(S) ,d(S) !Coefficients of Lri-diagonal system
real utr (S)
real Bue (W) lVelocities at grid points
real xch(W) lX-coordinate of grid points original a/f
real ych(W) lY-coordinate of grid points original a/f
real xpsb(W) lx-coordinate of grid points pseudobody
real Ypsb(\iV) lY-coordinate of grid points pseudobody
rea] xchord(W),ueuin(W) ,ychord(W)
real gamaP(W) lvorticity vector final solution of vel-ocitj-es
real Bp(w) lsl-ope of an e]ement (angle) original a/f
real BpP(W) lSlope of an e]ement (angle) pseudobody
real xp(W) lX-coordinat.e of a pivotal point within a/f
real xpP(W) lX-coordinate of a pivotal point pseudobody
real CpP(W) lThe pressure coeff icient Cp
real ds(W) llength of a surface vorticity element
real S(S) lAuxiliary array
real fDstar (S) !Auxiliary array
real- fTet (S) lAuxiliary array
real niz (S) lAuxi1iary array
real alf(S),gamaT(S) lAuxiliary variabl-e within trid.for
real alfg(S)
real Tpnl(S) lTemperature over a panel
real- FictT(S) lAuxiliary array-inLerim val-ues of panel temp.
real pointS ! Point of separation
real Chord lchord of the airfoil
real- ChordP lchord of the pseudobody
real NMaminar kinemat.ic viscosiLy
real L ll,ength-xdirect.ion
real H lHeight-ydirection
real dy lStep size - y direction
real dx lstep size - x direcLion
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real- UNinf ! Free stream velocity - infiniLy
_--^Trear ro lDensity of the air
real Cv lSpecific heat of the air at cnst. volume
real cndt lThermal- conductivity of the fluid (air)
real cndtbl lThermal- conductivity of the blade
real Tg lTemperature outside Lhe boundary layer
real T\¡¡ lTemperature of the body on the surface
real CDP ! Pressure DR-AG Coefficient
reaf CDF lFriction DRAG Coefficient
real CD lToLal- DRÀG coefficient.
real Re,Deno
real prod,Dpd,bdely,bdelx
real concfl,(KK) !Local convection coefficient
real concfA(S) lAverage convection coeff of a panel
real- flux(KK) ll,ocal heat f lux
real fluxA(S) lTotal heat flux over a panel
real int.eg1, integ2 lAuxi1iary variable
real- prt,prLsk lAuxiliary variable
real- p, z,PP !Auxiliary variable
reaL CFispis lAuxiliary variabl-e
real- kek, keki !Auxi1iary variabl-e
real- KS,KT !Auxiliary variable
real POM, BB, BBI- lAuxiliary variable
_^^ - Treai gig,,AA, cc !AuxilÍary variable
real TT,FF,xx !Auxiliary variable
real ErT,ErTl lAuxiliary variable
reaL FictCDP lAuxiliary variable
real Al,Finf D

data Uo/O.0/ lBoundary cond.- velociLy on the surface
data ErrorT/0.L/ !Al1owed difference between panel temp
data ErrorCDP/0 -02/ lAllowed dif ference bet\^reen press. DRAG

!coefficient val-ues calculated in iter
C--Data Statements

character f ilein*10, f il-eout*l-0
CHARACTER DATAFN*12, OUTPFN*12, f ileoutl-*l-0
DATA ITINIT / L .0 / , IOFLE/ 1 - 0 / , exL / 2 - 0 /
data inp/1- -0 /, ipr / 6.0 /

ïD=KK
JD=S

C Variables INPUT subroutine

CAI,L variablein (ID, JD,N,M, int, NoIter, NoIterCC,L,H,dx, dy,
K tlNinf ,Chord,ALFinfD,NT, ro,Cv, cndt, cndtbl ,

K Tg,Tur, f ilein, f il-eout, fileoutl,DATAFN,
K ispis , isp2 , isp3 , isp4 , pnte )

WRITE(*,'(1X,A,A,A)') 'Reading input data from fife: ' ,

K DATAFN,' ...'

OPEN (unit=l , f ile=DATAFN, f orm= ' f ormatted' , status= 'unknown ' )

CALL INPUTPAN ( ID, JD, IIINIT, OUTPFN, xchord, ychord, Numb, l{}{ )

CLOSE (unit=l-)
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do i=l-, MM+1
xch ( i ) =xchord ( i ) *chord
ych ( i ¡ =ychord ( i ) *chord

end do

p= ( (Chord-xch (l_ ) ) /dx) +1
te=Numb-l-

OPEN (unit=eXt, file=fileout1 , form= ' formatted' , staLus= 'unknown' )

C Variables OUTPUT subrouLine

CALL variableout (ID, JD,M,N, int,NoIter,NoIterCC ,L,H, dx, dy,
K UNinf,Chord,ALFinfD,NI ,ro,Cv,cndt,cndtb],
K TS,Tw, filein, fileout, fileout1,DATAFN)

C The PRESSURE iterations loop

FictCDP=]-O.0 lNumber 10 could be anything, it is to start a loop

Iter=1
DO VüHILE (Iter.LE.NoILer)

if (Iter.EQ.1) then
do i=1,MM+1
XPsb(i)=xch(i)
Ypsb(i)=ych(i)
end do
teP=te
MMP=MM

chordP=chord
end if

write (ext,1l-10)
l-l-1-0 format (",79('=' ) / /)

write (ext., 11-60 ) Iter
1-l-60 format.(5x, 'This is PRESSURE loop / iteration number fter =',13)

write (ext, l-l-61) teP
LL6I format(Sx,'Numb of elm on upper surf of pseudobody teP =',I3)

write (ext, 1-l-62 ) MMP

1,1,62 format(Sx,'Nrrmb of pivot points around pseudobody MMP =',I3)
write (ext,1163 ) chordP

l-l-63 format,(Sx, 'Chord of Lhe pseudobody chordP
=',Fl-O.4)

C Fl-ov/ past an aerofoil wiLh unknown circulation G

C vel-ociLies calculated at panels pivotal points

CAI,L PANEL (OUTPFN, UNinf , ALFinfD, Xpsb, Ypsb. teP, MMP, chordP,
K gamaP,CpP,BpP,xpP,te,CDP)

if(Iter.EQ.1)then
do i=1,MM+1
ep(i)=Bpp(i)
xP(i)=xPP(i)
end do

end if
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C calculation of velocities at grid points before BL calculaLions

Bue(1)=0.00001
if (Iter.EQ.1) then
Bue (Numb) -gamaP (Numb-l-)
else
eue (Numb) =gamaP (Numb)
end if
do i=2,Numb-1
;1= (xch(i) -xp(i-1-) ) / (xp (i) -xp(i-r-) )

Bue (i) =xx* (gamaP (i) -gamaP (i-1) ) +gamaP (i-1)
end do

C interpolation

Cal-l INTERPOL (ue, fD, JD, dx, UNinf , Chord, niz, Numb, xch,ych, Bue)
Call- POCETNI(u,v,M,N,ue,Uo,KK,S) !Boundary conditions

C The Boundary Layer Equations calculations
C - velocity field within boundary layer
C - dependent variables and boundary layer characteristics

if (pnte .eq. 0 ) then
CALL velocityBlsh (W, ID, JD, N, M, nuf l,Numb, int, idtsp, delt, CF,

K
corX, DSt , DSLG, Tet , UNinf , ue , u, v, xch, ych, niz ,

K ispis,dx,dy,Nf,pointS)
else
CAI,L velocityBl2 (W, ID, JD,N,M, nufl,Numb, inL, idtsp, deLt, CF,

K
corx, DSt, DSLG, Tet, UNinf , tte, lr,v, xch,ych,ní2,

K ispis,dx,dy,NI,pointS)
end if

if(Iter.EQ.1)then
nuflm=nufl
idt.spm=idt.sp

do i=l-,N
CFm(i)=CF(i)
ue1 (i) =ue (i)

do j =1, ¡1
ul-(i,j)=u(i,j)
vl-(i,j)=v(i,j)
end do

end do
end if

C new coordinates of grid points xch,ych and slopes at grid poJ-nts

if(pnte.eq.0)then
CALL PSETIDOBODY (Numb, idtsp, chord, Bp, DSLG, xch, ych, fter,

K isp3,ÈeP,MMP,chordP,Xpsb,Ypsb,Numb2)
else
CALL PSETIDOBODY1 (Numb, idtsp, chord, Bp, DStc, xch, ych, Iter,

K isp3, teP,MMP, chordP,Xpsb, Ypsb,Numb2)
end if
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CAÍ,L f riction ( ID, JD, N, dx, nuf lm, idtspm, te, UNinf , CFm, ro,
K isp2,xch,ych,Numb, MM, niz,ue1, CDF)

CDP=CDP/Chord
CD=CDP+CDF

wr j-te (ext , 117 0 ) CDP
LI7Q format (5x, 'Pressure DRAG Coefficient CDP

=' ,F9.5/)
write (ext, i-1-80)CD

1l-80 format(5x,'Total DRAG Coefficient CD

=',F9.5/\

ErTl=ABS ( (CDP-FictCDP) /CDP)
if (ErT1.GT. ErrorCDP) then
go to 15
else
go to 3-6

end if

15 FicLCDP=CDP

C this is the end of PRESSURE UDO WHILE" loop

Iter=Iter+l-

END DO

1-6 do Í=1, MM

FictT(i)=1O lNumber 10 could be anything, iL is to start a
loop

end do

Iter=l-
DO WHILE (Iter.LE.NoIterCC)

writ.e (ext, 12 5 0 )

L250 format. (" ,79 ('=') / / )

write (ext,l-260) Iter
1260 format(Sx,'This is CD_CV do loop iteration # fLer = : ',Í8/)

if (Iter.EQ.1)then
CALL INITTALTEMP (f D, JD, M, N, TgI, Tw, Temp)
el-se
CA1I SURFTEMP (fD, JD, M, N, te, Tg, TI¡/, niz, Tpnl, Temp)
end if

CAIL TEMPERATURE ( fD, JD, M, N, ul, v1, NT, ro, cndt, Cv, dx, dy, Tg, T\ar,

K ispis , Temp, deltT, int )

CALL HEATFLIIX ( ID, JD, M, N, cndt, dx, dy, Tg, Îw, nuf lm, idtspm, int, Le,
K isp4, Temp, Numb, MM, niz, concfA, f tuxA)

open (unit=inp, file=fil-ein, form=' formatLed' , sÈatus='unknown' )

open ( unit=ipr, f il-e= f i 1eout, f orm=' f ormat ted', s tatus=' unknown' )
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CALL BNDELEMM ( ID, JD, MM, xch, ych, fluxA, cndtbl, Tpnl)

close (unit.=inp)
close (unit=ipr)
do i=1,MM
ErT=ABS (Tpnl ( i ) -FictT ( i) )

if (ErT-cT.ErrorT) then
go to 11
end if

end do
go Eo 1-2

11 do i=1,MM
FictT(i)=Tpnl(i)
end do

Iter=Iter+1
this is the end of CONDUCTION_CONVECTION coupling "DO Ii\iHlLE"

END DO

cl-ose INPUT and OUTPUT files

CLOSE (unit.=ext.)
stop ' ConjugateHT - Kraj'
end program

include 'pocetni . for '

include 'pisia . for '

include' interpol.for'
incl-ude 'Lrid. for'
incl-ude' inputpan. for'
include 'pane1 . for '

include 'matinv. for'
incl-ude 'determinanL. f or'
include 'pisiaf . for '

include 'pseudobody. for '

include 'pseudobodyl . for '

include 'psebodyout . for'
include' initial-temp. for'
include ' LemperaLure . for'
include 'tempouL. for'
incl-ude 'heat.f l-ux. f or'
include' bndel-emm. for'
include'beinpumpcl. for'
include 'ghmampc. for'
incl-ude 's1npd. f or'
incl-ude' intempc.for'
include 'outpmpc. for'
include 'extinpc. for'
inc1ude' locinpc. for'
include ' surftemp . for '

include 'velocityBlsh. f or'
include 'velocityBL2 . for '

include 'variabl-ein. f or'
incl-ude 'variableout. f or'
include ' friction . for '

loop

L2
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Appendix II. The Vortex Method Subroutine

I

! M. JOJIC 28/Jun/0I Program AerofoilG
! T!ì/o Dimensional Body Immersed in a Uniform Stream W

! Flo\¡¡ past an aerofoil with unknown circul-ation G

! Bound vorticity G strongly controlled by flow at trailing edge
! Kutta-Joukowski trailing edge condition imposed
! Numerically exact solutions
! Flow modeled by clothing the body surface with a vorticity sheet
! Martensen's boundary integral equation with modified
! coupling coefficients K(sm,sn)
!

SIIBROUTINE PANEL (OUTPFN, VELinf , ALFinfD, x, y, te, m, chord,
K gama,Cp,Bp,xp, tel,CDP)

PARÀMETER (V=100,S=100)
PARAMETER (PI = 3.1-41-59 )

integer m lNumber of pivotal points around aerofoil
integer i,j,k,PP !Auxiliary numbers
integer te lNumber of elements on pseudobody upper surface
integer te1 lNu¡nber of elements on aerofoil upper surface
integer int ! Step of results output
real coup(V,S) !Coupling coefficients matrix
real invcoup(V,S) !Inverse of Coupling coefficients matrix
real x(V) lX-coordinate of a point Lhat defines sl-ice
real y(V) lY-coordinate of a point that defines sl-ice
rea] xp(V) lX-coordinate of a pivotal point
real yp(V) lY-coordinate of a pivotal poinL
real ds(V) ll,ength of a surface vorticiLy element
real Bp(V) lSlope of an element (angle)
real thet(V) lSlope of an element (angle) used for CDP
real sinBp (V) ! Sinus of the slope of an element
real cosBp(V) lCosinus of the slope of an el-ement
real RHSI-(V) lRight. hand side vecLor of a matrix
real- RHS2 (V) lRight hand side vector of a matrix
real- gama1 (V) lvorticity vector f irst equation
real- gama2(V) lVorticiÈy vector (second Eqn for G=1)
real gama(V) lVorticity vector final solution
real sumcol(V) ll,ength of a surface vorLj-ciLy element
rea] Cp(V) lThe pressure coeff icient Cp
real cons,sum !Auxiliary variable
rea1 tIU,W, R !Auxiliary variable
real VELinf lFree sLream velocity - infinity
real- ALFinf lFree stream velocity angle with x-
real ALFinfD lFree stream velociLy angle with x-
real Uinf ! Free stream velocity x-axis componenL
real Vinf lFree sLream velocity y-axis
real- abscos lAuxiliary variable
real- t lAuxiliary variable
real G lPrescribed bound vorticity
real chord lAerofoil chord
real CDP ! Pressure DRAG Coefficient
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CHARACTER DATAFN* 12, OUTPFN*12
CHARACTER(8)DATUM
CHARACTER(].0)VREME
CFIARACTER(5) ZONA

C--Data Statements

DATA TUNIT / L. O /, TOFLE/ L. O /
DATA exl0.000001-/ !Auxiliary number a window in calcul-aLions

CALL DATE_AND_TIME ( DATE=DATUM, TIME=VREME, ZONE=ZONA)

ID=V
JD=S

C--Prompt for inpuL data file name

C print, '(1-x,4,$)','Step of results output (vefc s & Cp s) int= '

C read (*,*) inL

int=l-

OPEN ( unit=1 , file=VREME, form= ' formatted' , status= ' unknown' )

VûRITE(1,'(5X,A,A,A)')'This is an output fil-e: ',VREME
write ( l- , 1001- )

L00L format(5x,'Subroutine PANEL (Program AerofoilG)- RESULTS -- '/)
write ( l-, 1-081- )

1-081 format(5x,'This file is named after time it is executed at')
write (l-, l-082 )

L082 format(5x,'in order to have resufts of each iteration written
K in a separate file. ' )

WRITE(1,'(5X,A,A,A) ') 'Program execution date: ',DATUM
WRITE(1,' (5X,A,A,A)' )'Program execution time:',VREME
v/riLe(1, ' (1x) ')

write ( 1-, 1002 )

L002 format(5x,'2-D body immersed in a uniform stream VELinf ')
write (l-, l-003 )

l-003 format(5x,'Flow past an aerofoil with unknown circu]ation G ')
write (l-, 1-080 )

1-080 format.(5x,'Bound vorticity G strongly controlled by flow at t,/e
')

write(1-,l-090)
1090 format(5x,'Kutta-.Toukowski Lrailing edge condition imposed')

wrj-Le (1,l-004)
i-004 f ormat (5x, 'Numerically exacL sol-uLions' )

write (l- , 1005 )

1-005 format(5x,'Flow modeled by clothing the body surface with a')
write(l-,1-050)

l-050 format (5x, 'vorticity sheeL' )

write(1-,1060)
l-060 format(5x,'Martensen s boundary integral eguation with modified')

write(l-,1-070)
1070 format(5x,'coupling coefficients K(sm, sn)'/ /)
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! step and angle in radians

ALFj-nf = ( PIl 180 ) *ALFinfD

! calculation of pivotal points

do i-=1,m

xp (i) = (x (i) +x(i+L) ) /2
yp (i) = (y(i) +y (í+I) ) /2

ds (i) = ( (x (i+1) -x (i) ) **2+ (y(i+l-) -y(i) ) *x2 ) **0.5

sinBP (i¡= 1o(i+l-) -Y(i) ) /ds (i)
cosBp(i) = (x(i+1-) -x(i) )/ds (i)

r=aran ( (sinep (i) ) / (cosep 11¡ ¡ ¡

abscos=abs (cosBp (i) )

if (abscos . gt . ex) then
BP(i)=¡
else
Bp(i) = (PI/2) * ( (sinBp(i) ) / (abs(sinBp(i) ) ) )

end if

if (cosBp(i) .]t. (-ex¡ )then
BP(i)=t-Pr
end if

end do

I cal-cul-ation of self inducing (i=j) coupling coefficients

coup(1,1-)=-9.5- ( (Bp(2)-Bp (m)-2*PI) / (8*PI) )

coup (m, m) =-0 . 5- ( (Bp (1) -Bp (m-1) -2 *pt) / (B *PI ) )

do i=2 , m-l-

coup (i, i)=-0. s- ( (Bp ( i+1-) -Bp (i-1) ) / (8*PI) )

end do

! cal-culation of coupling coefficients for i<>j

cons=1.0/ (2*Pr)

do 10 i=l-,m lro\nis up to m ( i means m in equations )

do l-0 j=1,m lcolumns up to m ( i means n in equations )

if (j .ne. i) then

R= (xp ( i) -xp (j ) ) **2+ (yp ( i) -yp ( j) ) **2

tru= ( (yp (i ) -yp (j ) ) /R) *cons
w=- ( (xp (i) _xp ( j ) ) /R) *cons
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coup(i, j ) = ( (UU*cosBp(i) ) + (W*sinBp(i) ) ) *ds (j )

else
go to 10
end if

10 end do

! back-diagonal correction

PP=0
do j=1,*
sum=0

do i=1,m
if (i.ne. (m-j+1) ) then
sum=sum+ (coup (i, j ) *ds (i) )

end if
end do

k=m-PP
PP=PP+l-
coup (k, j ) =- (sum/ds (k) )

end do

! test of the back-diagonal correction loop

! do j=1,m
! sumcol (j ) =0
! do i=1,m
! sumcol (j ) =sumcol (j ) +coup (i, j )

I end do
I \^rrite (1,1080)j, sumcol (j )

! end do
!1-080 formaL(5x,'Sum of the column',f3,' is sumcol =',F7.3)

wriLe(1,'(1x)')

! coefficients K(i,j) changed Lo K(i,j¡+ds(j)

do i=1,m
do j=1''n
coup (i, j ) =couP (i, j ) +ds ( j )

end do
end do

! circufation G

Uinf =VELinf *cos (ALFinf )

Vinf =VELinf *sin (er-Finf )

do i=1,m
RHSi- (i) =- (Uinf*cosBp (i) ) - (Vinf *sinBp (i) )

RHS2 (i) =1
end do

! calculaLion of inverse matrix - invcoup(i,j)

CALL MATTNV ( ID, JD, m, coup, invcoup)
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! multiplication of inverse matrix - invcoup(i,j) with rhs(j) vector

gamal-=matmul ( invcoup, RHSI- )

gama2=matmul ( invcoup, RHS2 )

! cal-culation of the sol-ution for the aerofoil bound vorticity G

6=- (gamal- (te)+gama1 (te+1) ) / (gama2 (te)+gama2 (te+l-) )

! ca]culation of the final solution of velocities on each e]ement and
! calculation of the pressure coefficient Cp on the surface of the
aerof oil-

do i=1,m
gama ( i ) =gama1 ( i) + (G*gama2 ( i) )

Cp (i) =1- ( (gama (i) /vElinf) **2,
end do

CDP=0.0
do i=1, te1
thet ( i) =ABS (ASrN(sinBp ( i) ) )

if (sinBp (i) .cT.0) then
CDp=CDp+ (Cp (i) * (cos ( (pr/2) -rher (i) ) ) *ds (i) )

else
CDp=CDp+ (-Cp(i) * (cos ( (pr/2) -thet (i) ) ) *ds (i) )

end if
end do

do i=m-tel-+1, m

thet (i) =ABS (ASIN( sineP 1 1¡ ¡ ¡

if (sinBp (i) .cT.0) then
CDp=CDp+ (Cp (i) * (cos ( (pr/2 ) -rher (i) ) ) *ds (i) )

eLse
CDp=CDp+ (-Cp (i) * (cos ( (pr/2 ) -rher (i) ) ) *ds (i) )

end if
end do

I write aLl the results and what is needed to check the resul-ts

call PTSIAF ( ID, JD, int,m, te, chord, G,
K ALFinfD,VElinf,Uinf,Vinf,
K Bp,gama,Cp,xp,CDP) ll\/rite the results

close (unit=t )

return
end
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Appendix III. The Boundary Layer Subroutine

!

! M. JOJIC 3L/l{,ay/0L Program "velocityBL. for"
! Finite Difference Method
! Crank-Nicolson Implicit Technique
! This subroutine cafcufates:
! - velocity fiefd within boundary layer
! - dependent variables and boundary layer characteristics
! cal-culated from velocity distribution within BL
I - other variables needed for functioning of this sub
! within t.he main program
I

SUBRoUTINE velocityBl2 (\iV, ID, JD, N, M, nuf 1, Numb, int, idtsp, delt, CF,
K corx,DSt,DSLG,Tet,UNinf ,ue,u,v,xch,ydn,niz,
K ispis, dx, dy,NI,pointS)

int.eger N lNumber of grid points in the x direction
int.eger M lNumber of grid points in the y direction
integer ID,JD, i, j,W !Auxiliary variabl-e
integer Mest lAuxiliary variabl-e
integer nufl li-grid point before sepr. (1 to N)
integer Numb !Index of trail-ing edge grid point-original a/f
integer int ! Interval for data output
integer idtsp !i-grid point before sepr. (1 to Numb)
integer du1,du2 !i-grid points (auxiliary variables)
integer ispis !ispis=1(yes, print velocity profile) ispis=0

real delt(ID) lThickness of the boundary layer
real CF(ID) lSkin friction coefficient
real corX(ID) llocation in coordinate x
real DSL(TD) lDisplacement thickness BL cal-cs
rea] DStc(JD) lDisplacement thickness at grid points
real Tet (ID) lMoment,lm thickness (integral )

real ue (ID) lVelocity
real u(fD,JD) lVelocity within the boundary layer
real v(TD,JD) lV-velocity within the boundary layer
rea] a(JD),b(JD) !Coef f icients of tri-diagonal syst.em
real c(JD),d(JD) !Coefficients of tri-diagonal system
real utr(JD) lResultant vector from TRID.FOR
real xch(W) lX-coordinate of grid points originaL a/f
real ych(W) lY-coordinate of grid points original a/f
real S(JD) lAuxiliary array
real fDstar(JD) lAuxiliary array
reaf fTet (JD) !Auxiliary array
real- niz (JD) lAuxili-ary array
real dy lStep size - y direction
real dx lStep size - x direction
real NMaminar kinematic viscosity
real pointS I Point of separation x-coordinate
real- tlNinf lFree stream velocity - infinity
real AÀ,BB,BB1 !Auxiliary variable
real KS, KT lAuxiliary variabl-e
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real p, POM lAuxi1iary variable
real prt,prtsk !Auxiliary variable
real CFispis !Auxiliary variable
rea1 kek,keki !Auxiliary variable
real gg, cc lAuxiliary variable
rea1 TT, FF, xx !Auxiliary variable
--^ ^ 1rear zz,zzz lAuxiliary variabl-e
real Nauxl,Naux2 !Auxiliary variable

C--Data Statements
Data Uo/0.0/ !Boundary cond.- velocity on the surface
data IUNIT / L .0 / , rOFLE/ l- .0 / , ext / 2 .0 /
dara inp,/L.0 /, ípr / 6.0 /

AA=t_/ (4"dy)
BB=NI/ (2* (dy**2) )

3s1= (dy/dx) *0.5

delt(1)=0
cF(1)=0
corx(1)=0
DSt(1)=0
Tet(1)=0
CFisPis=1-
corX(1)=xch(1)

C idtsP=Numb
C nuf l-=N-1
C Auxiliary numbers

Nauxl=3
Naux2=N-Naux1

DO I=2,N lMake N steps in the x direction

s(1)=Uolue(i)
KS=0
KT=0
p=0.99*ue(i)
pOM=Nr/ (dy* (ue (i) *"2) 

)

c PoM=NI/ (dY* (UNinf**2) )

prLsk=ue (i-t¡ * (ue (i) -ue (i-1) )

b(l-)=1
c(l-)=0
d (l- ) =u (i, 1)
a (M) =0
b (u) =r
d (l.l¡ =¡s 11¡

do j=2,M-1
prt=prtsk/dx
kek=v (i-i-, j ) *AA* (u ( i-1, i +1- ) -u (i-1, j -1) )

cc=BB
keki=cc* (u (i*l-, j+1-) -2*u (i-1, j ) +u (i-l-, j -l-) )

=prt-kek+keki+ (u(i-1- , j) **2) /ð:¡..
=- (v (i-1, j ) *AA+BB)

= (u (i-l-, j )/dx) + (2*BB)
=(v(i-1,j)*AA-BB)

d(j
a(j
b(j
c(j
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end do

CA-LL TRID (a, b, c, d, utr, M)

do j=1'1a
u(i'j)=utr(j)
end do

do j=2'¡1-1
ee= (u (i, j ) -u (i-l-, j ) ) + (u ( i, j -l-) -u (i-l-, j -1) )

v(i, j ) =v(i, j-I) -BB1*ss
end do

do j=2'1a-1
s(j)=u(i,j)/ue(i)

fDsrar(j)=r-s1¡¡
fDsrar ( j -t- ) =r-s ( j -1 )

fTet ( j ) =S ( j ) *fDstar ( j )

fTeL ( j -l-) =S ( j -1) *fDstar ( j -l-)

KS=KS+ (fDstar(j ) +fDstar( j-1) ) *0. 5*dy
KT=KT+ (fTer (j ) +fTet (j-r_) ) *0.5*dy

if (u(i, j).GT.p)then
Mest=j
go to 120
end if

end do

L20 del-t (i ) = (Mest-1) *dy
CF (i) =POM* (u (i, 3) -u (i, 1) )

C CF ( i) =POM* (4*u ( i,2) -u ( i,3 ) )

corX(i)=xch(1) + ( (i-l-)*dx)
DSt (i) =KS
Tet(i)=KT

if (CFispis. LT. 2 .and. i . cT. Naux2+l-) then

nufl=i-1
poinLS=corx ( i-l- )

CFispis=CFispis+1
else

C if (CF(i) .GT.cF(i-l-) .or.CF(i) .LT.0.00001)then
C if (CF(i) .r,r.0.00001-)then

if (cF(i) .cT. (1-2*CF(i-1) ) .or.CF(i) .LE.0.0001)then

if (CFispis -LT.2.and.corX(i) .cT. 0. 5) then
nufl=i-1

write (ext., 2000) corx (i)
2000 format(5x,'SeparaLion point at length
corx=:' ,F1-2.6)
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\^rrite (ext, 2010 ) nufl
20L0 format(5x,'BL calculation i-grid point before corX nufl=:' ,f6/)

CFispis=CFispis+1
pointS=corx ( i )

du1=nuf l--1
du2=nufl+3
end if
end if

end if

C this is the end of DO I=2,N l-oop ...along x-direction

END DO

do i=1,Numb
if (xch(i) .cT.pointS) then
idtsP=i-1

write (exx,2020)pointS
2020 format(5x,'Separation point. aL length pointS =:' ,F12.6)

write (ext, 2030)xch(i-1)
2030 format(5x,'x-coord of grid point before poj-ntS xch(i) =:',F1,2.6)

write (ext, 2040 ) ych ( i-1 )

2040 format(5x,'y-coord of grid poinL before pointS ych(i) =:' ,F1"2.6)
write (ext,2050) idtsp

2050 format(Sx,'Panel s i-grid point before pointS idtsp =:' ,13/)
go to 150
end if

end do

l-50 conLinue

C print '(l-x,A,$)','#z-CP. BL calculations-DONE. Key in a # '

C read (x,*)zz

CalI PISIA(
the reslt

C print. '(l-x,
C read (*,*)z

C-----write vel-oc

corx, de1t,DSt,CF,Tet,N,M,ue, int,u, ID, JD,KK,S) !Write

A,$)','#3-CP. BL results written-DONE. Key in a #
zz

ity distribution around pointS within boundary layer -

if(ispis.eq.1.0)then

C DO i=du1,du

DO i=1,N

if (mod (i-1-,

write (ext,
1,270 format(5x,'

int) . eq.0) then

121 0)
')

write (ext.,1280)
L280 format(5x,'Velocity distribution \^/ithin BL from j=l- Lo delt'/)
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write (ext, 1290) i, corx (i)
L290 format(5x,'i = ',f5,' - grid point number (along X axis)'

K5x,'corX(i) = ',8I4.5,' - coordinate along X axis'//)

write (ext,1300)
l-300 format (4x,'j-grid' ,3x,' Velc. U(i, j )' ,3x,'Velc. V(i,j)'/)

Mesr=(det_r(i)/dy)+1

do j=1,MesL
write (ext, 1310) j,u( i,j),v(i, j )

i-31-0 format(3x,r5,281-4.5)
end do
wriLe (exL, ' (1x) ' )

write (ext, ' (1x) ' )

end if
END DO

end if
C------------wriLing the velocity distribution done ----
C transfer of data from long DSt to short array DSIG (pane1 end points)

DStc ( l- ) =DSt (1)
DSLG (Numb) =DSt (N)

C write (exL ,2060 )DSLG(l-) ,DSIG(Numb)
C2060 format(5x,' DSLG(1)=',F10.5,' and DSLG(Numb)=:',F10.5// /)
C write (ext ,2070)
C2070 format(6x,'i',6x,'niz(i)',9x, 'FF',9x,'xch',9x,'DSt',9:¿-,'DSLG'/)

TT=1
do i=2 , Numb-l-
FF=TT+niz ( i-1 )

DSLG(i) =DSt (FF)

C write (ext,2080)i,niz(i-1),FF,xch(i),DSt(FF),DStc(i)
C2080 format (1x, I6, 5Fl-2. 5)

TT=FF
end do

wriLe(exL,'(1x) ')
reLurn
end
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C

c
c
c
(-

Appendix IV. The Boundary Element Subroutine

SUBROUTINE BNDELEMM ( ID, JD, MM, xch, ych, f1uxA, cndtbl, Tpnl)

PROGRÄM 23

This program sol-ves 2D potential problems with
multiboundary domains using "CONSTANT BOUNDARY ELEMENTS" or CONBE

PARÄMETER (W=2OO )

PARÀMETER (PI=3.141-59)

integer ID,,JD !Auxiliary variable
int,eger MM lNumber of panels around a,/f
integer Bbnd lNumber of different boundaries
integer BPfS(15) !Number of elements on each of inside boundaries
integer Bintp !Number of internal points where funct calculaLed
integer Nbem lTotal- number of e1ements on Aï,L surfaces
integer NbemINS !Total- numlcer of eLements on ALL INSIDE surfaces
integer NC(1-5) !Array containing the last elmnts of boundaries
integer duml-,dum2,dum3,NX lAuxi1iary variab1e
real D

real xbnd(101-),ybnd(10i-) !Coord- of points of the elmnÈs
real xib(30),yib(30) lCoord of points of BE on inside surf.
real cx(20) ,cy(20) lCoord. of int.ernal points of the el-mnts
real- kode(l-01-) lVariable defining the bound. cond. on elmnts
real xn(l-01-) ,ym(101) lNodal coordinates at the cent.er of a panel
real fi(101-),dfi(1-01-) !Potential and potential derivaLive in subs
real pot (20) !Potential at internal poj-nt.s
real- f ]ux1 (20) ,fl-ux2 (20) lFlux X and Y at internal points

real kodeib(30),fiib(30) !Boundary Conditions on inside boundary
real bndcon(1-01) !Boundary Conditions on both boundaries
real cndtbl- !Thermal conduct.ivity of t,he blade material

rea] Gmtx (l-00, 1-00 )

rea] llmtx (l-00, l-00 )

real Tpnl (JD)
real fluxA(JD)
real xch (\.rV)
real ych (\.rV)

character filein*10, fileout*10

assign numbers for input and output

data inp,/L. O /, ipr / 6. 0 /, ext/2. 0 /

set maximum dimension of the system
this number must be equal or smalLer

}üX=i-00

!Mat.ri-x
!Matrix
!Temperature over a panel
lTotal heat ffux over a panel
lX-coordinate of grid points original- a/f
!Y-coordinate of grid points originaL a/f

c
C

c
files

of equations (NX)
than Lhe dimen. of XM,etc)
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C read data
c
C CALL INPUMPC (cx,cy,x,y,kode, fi,N.L,M,NC)

CALL BEINPUMPCI- (cx, cy, xib, yib, kodeib, fiib,
K Bbnd,BPIS,Bintp,NbemINS)

Nbem=MM+NbemINS
NC (1) =10{

do i=2,Bbnd
NC (i) =NC (i-1) +BPIS (i-1)
end do

if (Bbnd) 40,40,30
30 vúriLe (ipr, 999 ) Bbnd, (NC (K) , K=1-, Bbnd)
999 format (/2x,' Number of different boundaries -' , 13 /2x,'I'ast

K node of each boundary =' ,5 (I3, ' , ' ) )

C duml=MM+1
40 dum2=0

do i=1,MM
xbnd ( i ) =xch (MM+1-dum2 )

ybnd ( i ) =ych (MM+1-dum2 )

dum2=dum2+1
end do

do i=l,NbemfNS
xbnd(ml+i) =xib(i)
ybnd(MM+i¡=yib(i)
end do

write(ipr,170)
L70 format(//2x, 'Coordinates of extreme points of the Boundary

K Elements on both boundaries =' / /Lx,' Point' ,7x,' X' ,15x, 'Y' )

do i=1,Nbem
write ( ipr, 1-80) i, xbnd ( i),ybnd(i)

180 f ormat (2x,13 ,2 (2x, E14 . 5 ) )

end do

do i=1,Nbem
if (i.le.MM) then
kode(i)=1
bndcon ( i ) = ( -l-lcndtbl ) *f luxA ( i )

else
kode (i) =kodeib(i-mr)
bndcon (i ) =f iib ( i-m't¡
end if

end do

v/riLe ( ipr, 19 0 )

l-90 format (/ /2x,'Boundary Conditions on both boundaries '/ /
K2x,' Node' ,6x,' Code' ,7x, 'Prescribed Va]ue' )

do i=l- , Nbem
write (ipr, 200) i, kode ( i), bndcon ( i)

200 format (2x,13 ,7x,F5.2,6x, El-4 - 5)
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end do

C compute H and G matrices and form system (A X = F )

CALL GHMAMPC (Nbem, NX, Bbnd, NC, xbnd, ybnd, )sn, ym, Gmtx, FImtx,
K bndcon,dfi,kode)

C solve system of equations

CALL SLNPD (GmTx, df i, D, Nbem, NX)

C compute potential and fluxes at internal points

CALL TNTEMPC (Nbem, Bintp, Bbnd,NC, bndcon, dfi, kode, cx, cy,
K xbnd,ybnd,pot, f 1uxl-, f 1ux2)

write(ext,210)
2I0 format (' ' ,79 ('*') / /1x,' Resufts from BNDELEM.FOR ' / /

K2x,' Boundary nodes on bl-ade ext surf and derivL. within a
bl-ade' / /

K8x,'X', 15x,'Y', l-l-x,'Temperature', 3x,'Temper. Derivative' /)

dum3=0
do i=1,MM
Tpnl (MM-durn3 ) =þn¿son (i )

write (exL ,220 ) ><m ( i ) , ym (i ) , Tpnl (I.{}{-dum3 ) , df i ( i )

220 f ormat (4 (2x, El-4 . 5 ) )

dum3=dum3+l-
end do

write ( ext, 23 0 )

230 format (' ' ,79 ('*') / / )

C prinL results at boundary nodes and internal points

CALL OUTPMPC ( lgn, ym, bndcon, df i, c.x, cy, pot, f lux1, fl:ux2, Nbem, Bintp )

reLurn
end


